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Awareness
 Day showcases
 
talent
 
Variety
 of acts 
greets crowd 
By Mike Lewis 
Daily staff writer 
The crowd at the Student Union 
Amphitheater applauded enthusias-
tically when the musician had fin-
ished his set even though some of 
those clapping could not hear the 
music.  
But then. Dean Hudson, the one-
man band who sat and listened to 
the applause from behind his key -
hoard.
 could not see the crowd
 that 
had gathered to watch him. 
Hudson and the 
other  performers 
did not mind. In Net, that 
was  the 
reason
 they performed at the am-
phitheater
 Tuesday at the eleventh ' 
annual Disabled Students Aware- I 
ness Day: showing the crowd what 
they could do, not what they 
couldn't.  
Hudson.
 a senior majoring in 
computer science, feels they did 
just
 that. 
"The crowd reponse was good.
 
Obviously. I couldn't see their re-
action,
 but the applause was good. 
During the songs I couldn't feel if 
they were getting  into it. though." 
Hudson  commented
 after
 the show . 
Hudson
 
was
 accompanied by 
sign language interpreters  
who  
mouthed and signed the 
words  
to 
the song while he played.
 
John
 Moore,
 president of the 
Disabled Student Association 
which sponsored the day, was vis-
ibly pleased by the outcome. 
"Hudson did an outstanding job. A 
lot of people enjoyed the music," 
he said. 
Hudson was just one of the 
stu-
dent  and non -student performers 
who entertained 
the  crowd 
throughout  the day
-long
 series
 of 
events.
 
The
 day invoked performances 
by mimes,  a 
comedian, an interna-
tional
 art exhibit, a panel dis 
cussion  and  a 
keynote  speaker 
all 
with one common thread: involve-
ment in the
 disabled community. 
Comedian Kenneth Littleton 
Crow,  who followed Hudson,
 en-
tertained 
the audience with
 jokes 
about his disablity and 
confinement 
to a wheelchair. 
"When you go around in a 
wheelchair, 
people around 
you do 
a lot of 
strange
 things," he said. 
"One time
 I was going
 down a 
driveway
 
and got going too fast 
and 
my
 front wheels locked
 throw-
ing 
me
 out into the 
middle  of the 
street.
 A lady came up 
to me and 
asked 
me if I needed any 
help. I 
told her no. 
that  I was  a member of 
a 
strange
 religotis and
 I %%mild 
Matthew 
E Durham  Daily  staff
 photographet
 
Mar) Jane Dulleck reads information about the disabled on columns in the Art 
Quad
 
levitate back into the chair." 
Following Crow 
was a series Of 
short skits preformed by part-time 
mimes Jan Fried and Kendra Kel-
ler. 
Both 
work  part time 
as inter-
preters Mr the 
deaf:  Fried on cam-
pus through the Disabled Student 
Association and Keller at Cabrillo 
College in 
Santa  OW 
Keller 
claimed there was 
a com-
mon message in all of the
 skits. 
"The main thing
 we wanted to 
do is show
 how we can
 he differ-
ent,
 hut all he the same 
at
 the same 
time. No 
matter how different peo-
ple are we all 
need  some of the 
'totetInngs,
 like 
lose.
 she said 
The  
audience  
was 
then
 
greated
 
with 
a sign 
language  
performance
 
of the 
song
 "Summer
 
Nights' 
front 
the 
musical  
"Grease:.
 
signed 
by 
members
 of 
the 
Talking
 
Hands 
Club.  
At 
the 
same  
time 
these
 
events  
See 
DA 
Y, 
bark  
page
 
Fraternity
 says 'Hell 
Week'  
is 
tradition
 
By Danl 
Parkin  
Daily
 staff 
writer  
Traditional
 fraternities 
call
 it hazing. Alpha
 
Phi Alpha,
 one of 
SJSU's
 
black fraternities, 
calls  
it 
tradition.
 
It is  
"Hell  Week." 
Last
 week five Alpha
 Phi 
Alpha 
pledges "crossed
 over" into 
brotherhood 
after
 a six -week pledge
 period that 
culminated  in 
"Hell  Week." 
They performed
 chants and 
dances  in front of 
the 
Student Union. 
wearing black 
and gold pan-
cake
 makeup in a 
black -face style 
and identical 
clothing.
 They 
sounded  off 
for
 their brothers
 and 
held 
bricks above 
their heads.
 
"Doing 
stuff like that would 
make
 
us lose our 
chart  
el III 
the Inter -Fraternity Councill."said
 
Mike Naiiiha,  a member of Phi 
Delta  Theta. 
Kevin Reese. an Alpha Phi Alpha. insisted 
that they are not a member of IFC because "some 
of the ways they allocate the money doesn't agree 
with what we see need, to be done." 
He added. "We've been part of IFC in the 
past and plan to he again in the future." 
David Lewis. Alpha Phi Alpha secretary, 
said, "It's been
 going on since 1906. It's pan of 
pledging. They're just 
seeing
 the surface. They're 
missing the 
positive.
 
"What
 
we
 accentuate 
is scholarship, commu-
nity projects and time management," Lewis said. 
Another part of pledging for the Alpha Phi Al-
phas 
is
 the weekly "session" 
where
 the 
pledges
 
are drilled 
on their history.
 They are 
expected
 to  
be able 
to recite for their big 
brothers a I6 -page 
document
 that describes the 
Alpha  Phi Alpha his-
tory. 
"If one guy 
doesn't  know it they 
all don't 
know 
it." Lewis 
said.  
"If  one coughs, they
 all cough," Lewis
 
added. "This builds brotherhood."
 
Tony 
Bush,  vice president
 of Alpha Tau
 
Omega, 
said. "We don't drag 
pledges  through 
any hazing. We 
were the first fraternity 
to
 not use 
it on campus. And 
what they do. that's hazing." 
Namha explained.
 "Hazing is any 
mental  or 
See ALPHA. 
bark  page 
Student
 running for
 
delegate 
Tompkinson backs 
Democrat Dukakis 
By
 Danl Parkin 
Daily staff writer 
Some 
students  take classes 
to learn about 
national politics.
 Catherine 
Tompkison
 is be-
coming intimately 
involved. 
Tompkison.  a 
senior  majoring 
in
 psychol-
ogy, will he 
running for a 
delegate  position 
in the 13th 
congressional  district 
for the Mi-
chael Dukakis campaign. 
Each
 Democratic candidate
 for president 
holds 
a 
delegate
 
selection
 
caucus 
on May 1' 
in each district. At the caucus registered 
vot-
ers run it 
a chance 
Iti he selected as tine of 
that 
candidate's  delegates 
from  the district to 
go to the 
Democratic  Party 
Convention.  
At the 
convention  
"they're  
just proxies 
for the candidate:. 
Tompkison said. They 
are  there to  represent 
their  candidate and are 
not
 
supposed
 to change
 their vote. 
"I'm excited and I'm nervous." Tompki-
son said. "But I know it'll be a tremendous
 
learning experience." 
Tompkison has been involved with poli-
tics since she was 3. 
"I 
was  always 
being 
kissed by politicians in Hawaii," she said. 
When Tompkinson was 5 years old. she 
' 
remembers. "(John 
Fitzgerald  Kennedy) 
came to 
Hawaii.
 I 
was  out there  with my 
family, standing 
and straining to get a 
look 
at
 him. It 
was 
very
 
memorable. ' ' 
Since then
 
she has 
"licked enve-
lopes with the 
best  of 
them."
 
She was 
very active in 
campus 
poli-
tics at Univer-
sity
 of Hawaii. 
but eventually became "burned 
out." 
She moved here because 
"the  Bay Area is 
so exciting," and Hawaii had so few
 eco-
See DELEGATE, back page 
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Fullerton
 says 
Center 
report
 
isn't illegal 
By Jeff Elder 
Daily staff
 writer 
SJSU administration said 
Tuesday 
that no law was broken in the 
late fil-
ing of a Negative Declaration for the 
Environmental Impact Report for the 
Rec
 Center. 
The Spartan Daily reported Mon-
day that violations of the California 
Environmental Quality Act may 
have occurred because a newspaper 
ad announcing public display  of the 
Negative Declaration was run late 
and because Clark Library comput-
ers say it was
 not received there until 
Iwo years 
after  it was expected. 
A Negative Declaration states that 
an Environmental Impact Report is 
not necessary
 for a project because 
environmental concerns for the area 
have already been considered. 
By law a Negative Declaration 
ilium
 
be
 advertised in 
a newspaper 
and
 
available for
 
public
 display be -
tore
 
it is 
approved. 
President Gail Fullerton said at 
her
 bimonthly news conference that 
the 
review
 period was extended be-
cause 
the ad 
announcing
 the Neg-
ative 
Declaration
 
was 
run 
in
 June. 
1985. even though it was approved 
by the California State University 
Board of Trustees in March, 1985. 
"While it was maybe a 
couple
 of 
inonths later than 
it normally would 
have been, they did 
extend  the pe-
riod for comment." Fullerton said. 
"Absolutely 
no comments
 were 
made by any agencies involved. Our 
legal
 people tell us there was indeed 
a compliance with all legal require-
ments."
 she said. 
Fullerton
 also said Executive Vice 
President 
J.
 
Handel  Evans was not 
contacted for comment on the story,  
and that he could have clarified the 
administration's
 position on the 
'Our legal people tell 
us there was
 indeed 
a compliance with 
all legal 
requirements.' 
 Gail Fullerton. 
SJSU  president 
Negative 
Declaration.
 
The  Daily called 
Evans' office 
five times Friday. but was told that 
he was in meetings
 or was unavail-
able. 
Public Information Officer Rich-
ard Staley said that 
even if violations 
occurred, it is past 
the  legal deadline 
to 
enforce  the ow. 
See
 
Ft 'I I 
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Revisions
 
should 
simplify system 
Changes 
won't 
affect
 current
 students
 
By 
Hazel  
Whitman
 
Daily
 staff writer 
Changes  in 
SJSU's
 requirements 
are  now being 
negotiated.  
President  
Gail  
Fullerton
 said 
Tuesday
 that 
the pending
 revisions
 
to core 
curriculum 
requirements  
"would  not affect 
anyone  presently 
a student 
here
 tat MU)." 
These 
changes 
are  designed 
to 
simplify  the 
system,
 and to permit
 
more student 
mobility,
 she said. 
"One of the 
goals  of higher edu-
cation  
is
 to make 
it
 easier
 for 
stu-
dents to 
transfer  and that the 
general
 
education 
requirements 
will be stan-
dard 
enough
 that a 
student
 doesn't 
lose in the transfer." 
Fullerton said. 
"The California 
State University 
has agreed. this 
is what general 
edu-
cation should 
look like, the 
individ-
ual campuses
 have the 
right  to add to 
it. and we have
 
done  so. It's ba-
sically 
already in 
place."
 she said. 
"What wasn't
 already in place 
was
 a similar 
agreement  with 
the 
University 
of California." 
she said. 
SJSU's 
Academic  Senate 
is in the 
process of working 
with  the State 
Academic
 Senate
 to 
revise course re-
quirement standards.
 
Fullerton 
said
 
there has been 
some
 
controversy 
over  
what
 
exactly
 
should
 be changed 
in the 
core
 
re-
quirements. 
"There's  been
 a great 
deal of dis-
cussion
 
especially  
on
 the 
part
 of the 
statewide  
Academic
 Senate,
 and our 
own 
campus
 Senate
 has 
discussed
 it 
as 
well."  
Fullerton  
said.  
A March Academic Senate resolu-
tion expressed SJSU's 
support
 of the 
concept of a 
General  Education
 
Transfer Core Curriculum. "and 
would like the State of California to 
adopt the hest program possible." 
The resolution states that 
since  
the 
current 48 -unit General Education
 
Program was developed
 carefully 
"the GET('
 
should  he subjected
 to 
careful
 evaluation
 
involving  
substan-
tial participation by
 appropriate el-
ements from 
all campuses." 
Larger
 
enrollment
 leads 
to 
payment
 of 100W fee 
By Vic Vogler 
Daily staff
 writer 
Because
 of a "several million -dollar 
short -fall" in SJSU's budget, 
students
 
taking the 100W pre-test must cover its 
$25 cost, a university director said. 
When
 university officials 
allocated
 
money  for next fall, they 
expected a 
smaller  student enrollment, said 
Mara  
Southern,  director of testing and 
evalua-
tion. Faced with a 
larger
 enrollment. 
SJSU has no extra 
money  to fund the 
Writing
 Skills Test. 
"It's very 
difficult  to get
 anything 
in
 
the budget." Southern 
said. "You have 
to start 
several  years 
before."  
Because 
other  schools such 
as Long 
Beach 
and  Chico State don't 
fund
 similar 
tests 
on their campuses. Southern 
said she 
doesn't believe 
SJSU  will fund the 
WST.  
"I 
doubt  they would he . 
. . enthusias-
tic to divert 
their funding 
to
 this pro-
gram... Southern
 said. 
Starting 
this
 fall,  students enrolled 
in 
100W must pass a pre-test before they 
can 
See 100W,  hack page 
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Test
 your 
news
 
IQ
 
AN:OK:tided Pre, 
firm'
 much  do sou remember
 about the 
stories
 
that have been
 in the news recerly? If you 
score
 
fewer than five correct answers, you have been 
spending  too much time on the 
crossword
 If vou 
get eight or more right. .vou rate an "A.' ' 
I. In the New York 
Democratic  primary: (a) 
Gov. Michael Dukakis bested  Jesse 
Jackson
 
by 
14 
percentage
 points statewide;
 
(b) Dukakis 
received
 
51 percent of the
 vote in New York 
City  to Jack-
son's 37 
percent;  
(c)  Dukakis 
won
 fewer 
delegates
 
than 
Jackson. 
2. 
The  hijacking of Kuwait 
Airways  Flight 422 
ended
 in Algiers. with freed
 hostages and the hi-
jackers' departure 
for an undisclosed destination
 --
the plane had 
originally  set off from 
Kuwait  bound 
for:
 (a) 
Buenos  
Aires;  (b) Cyprus; (cfi
 
Bangkok.  
3. The 
Supreme 
Court  handed 
down various
 
rulings,  
among  them 
that:
 (a) Congress 
is free to tax 
all interest 
on
 state and local government
 bonds; (b) 
the Veterans 
Administration 
cannot  deny 
disability  
or 
other  benefits to 
veterans
 disabled by alcohol-
ism; 
c)
 the government
 may not proceed
 with de-
velopment of 
part
 of a national forest
 that is sacred 
to Indian tribes. 
4. The 
House  passed a 
proposal
 that would ex-
tend the deadline
 for illegal aliens to 
apply for legal 
status
 to: 
451 July 4; (h) Nov. 30; (c)
 May
 30. 
5. The Senate 
voted to give $20,000 tax free 
and an apology to each 
of the Japanese -Americans 
sent to internment camps 
during World War II  it 
is estimated that the 
number
 of them surviving is 
around: (a)
 
60.000;
 
(b)  
120.000;
 (c)  25,000. 
1.Tlie Labor Depanment 
teportad
 that 
u.
 
March 
the Consumer
 Price 
Index  climbed 0.5 per-
cent, 
which  was:
 (a) the biggest advance in 14 
months. (h) the smallest 
advance in a year; (c) a 
slight drop from last month. 
7.
 Officials of the Federal Savings and Loan In-
surance
 Corp.  the FSLIC, the government fund 
that insures deposits 
at the nation's saving and loan 
associations  said 
preliminary
 calculations indi-
cated that: (a) the rescue
 package approved by Con-
gress last year would comfortably cover 
losses;  (b) 
the 
financial condition of the fund had 
improved by 
the end
 of IWO; (c) the rescue 
package  would al-
most certainly
 not be enough to cover losses. 
K. An Israeli 
court  convicted John Demjanjuk,
 
identified as Ivan the 
Terrible,  of having committed 
war 
crimes during World 
War  II at the death camp 
of: 
(a) Dachau: (h1Trehlinka; 
(c) Auschwitz. 
9. The Conunerce
 Department issued
 figures 
showing that the state
 whose residents had the
 high-
est average income in 
the  nation last year was: 
(a)  
Alaska;
 (b)
 Connecticut;
 (c1 California. 
10. The 
Yankees
 
became the first 
team to hit 
10.000  home runs  the 
top contributor to that 
total was: 
(a)  Joe DiMaggio: (h) Mickey 
Mantle:1cl
 
Rabe Ruth. 
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Letters  to the Editor 
100W test a 
farce 
Editor. 
Well, well, 
well. It seems SJSU's 
cast of administrative 
stooges has 
bumbled again in the form of a new 
100W entrance exam  an uncondi-
tional
 farce. 
SJSU's administrator's, through 
this joke of an exam, are admitting 
that the 
university's curriculum is 
too riddled by 
incompetence to in-
sure that students 
who  pass English 
IA and I B can 
handle the "ad-
vanced instruction" of 100W. 
If Leon Dorosz, the university's 
associate academic 
vice
 president. 
seriously believes that 
"rustiness" 
will keep a properly educated 
stu-
dengrom 
performing well in 100W, 
he's us riding a 
desk
 for too tong. 
If there are students who 
"need  
basic writing 
skills" before entering 
100W, as Dorosz claims, 
it is obvi-
ously  a reflection on 
SJSU's educa-
tional
 program ( IA 
and  I B) and not 
on 
individual
 students. 
And 
to top this off, students
 will 
now have 
to fork over
 
$25 to pay for
 
the school's
 feeble attempt at 
mak-
ing up for its 
own  inadequacies. 
This 
brilliant 
"solution"  is 
really  
a lame attempt to 
plug up basic fun-
damental holes in 
the university's 
teaching
 program, akin to 
trying to 
plug a 
leaking  dike with one
-ply
 
to-
lie) paper. 
Herb  
Muktarian  
Senior 
Journalism 
What
 are 
your
 motives?
 
Editor,
 
In 
reference 
to
 Julie 
Rogers'
 col-
umn, 
dated April
 20. 
"Shooting  
from the 
hip," she 
makes the
 off-
handed 
reference  that 
she believes
 
members  of 
the  REAL 
party ran 
for  
office
 not to 
serve  the 
students  but 
to
 
make 
points on 
their 
resume.  I 
ask  
Ms. 
Rogers.  or 
any other 
editor on 
the 
Daily 
staff:
 Do 
you  write 
for the 
WHAT
 
HAPPENED
 
To 
YOUR
 
HAND? 
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I SAW
 BUSH
 I 
ON 
THE 
NEWS
 
LAST
 
NIGHT_
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Daily 
because  you enjoy good, hon-
est journalism or 
because
 it is re-
quired by your major/or being on the 
Daily looks good on your resume? 
Jeffery J. Realini 
Junior 
Aviation  
Celebration  
ignored
 
It 
is interesting to note how little 
knowledge 
we
 have of others. For 
example, the Islamic holy month of 
Ramadhan is being observed by mil-
lions 
of
 Muslins around the world, 
but there is no mention of it any-
where 
in the United States. Ramad-
han is a month of fasting
 and prayer. 
But we 
in America have no knowl-
edge of this because we are so busy 
watching the handful of madmen 
whom we refer to 
as
 "muslim terror-
ists" in the 
Middle  East. 
Well I hate to 
spoil  the fun, but 
these people are
 far from being mus-
lims, for there
 is no 
place 
for hijack-
ers and 
kidnappers in Islam. In fact, 
these acts are 
severely punishable by 
Islamic law. The
 Koran (the holy 
book of Islam) 
states  that. "God 
loves not those who harm others." 
I think
 that the media should be 
intelligent enough to differentiate 
between
 Muslims and terrorists
  
the 
two  are absolutely 
contradictory.
 
So I wonder why 
the  media in 
America purposely use 
the term 
"muslim" or "Islamic" when 
refer-
ing to these disgusting terrorists? I 
dare not even open my mouth to give 
my answer to this question for I 
might be called a bigot. But I 
humbly ask my fellow American stu-
dents to at least
 think about this 
question.
 Sometimes those whom 
we 
think are our friends are really 
not. 
Taizoon Shakir
 
Senior  
Civil Fngineering 
Clubs  need support 
Editor, 
I would like to air some of the
 
concerns
 regarding Intercultural
 
Steering Committee's 
request
 for a 
budget allocation 
from
 the Asso-
ciated Students 
Board of Directors. 
A.S. Vice
 President Terry McCar-
thy has said 
that the ICSC received 
$5,000 last year 
and has been allo-
cated $2,000 more this year. The 40 
percent increase is 
vsimply
 
not 
enough to offset the 100 percent in 
our international clubs membership. 
The $5,000 we received last year 
was not enough to cover the cost of 
our operating expenses. We have 
had to take $1,200 more from our 
non -reverting funds left over from 
the previous
 years to cover the total 
expense of $6200.
 
I would also like to point out one 
of the reasons  why it would be diffi-
cult for the international club to ap-
proach the program board. as Yen 
Tan has said some of the groups 
would feel rather uncomfortable 
talking to them because of the lan-
guage barrier. In addition, the pro-
gram board does not understand the 
goals
 and purposes of ICSC. Will 
the program board, with numerous 
programmings, have the time and 
manpower to deal with the special 
needs of the international clubs on 
this campus? Probably not! One of 
the reasons ICSC has been created is 
to meet these special needs. 
Finally. I 
would  like to add that 
besides sponsoring the Food Bazaar 
in both 
the fall and the spring. ICSC 
promotes many other fine culturally 
related 
programs  throughout the 
school year that serve 
approximately
 
1,000 foreign 
students
 representing 
one-third
 of the world's nations. In 
order to maintain the level of the 
programming quality, we ask the 
A.S. board's support and the recon-
sideration of our request 
Marshall  Kuo 
Sophomore 
Business 
Administration  
ICSC Treasurer -elect 
 
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Julie 
Rogers 
Elders  not 
to be 
forgotten  
There's
 something
 peacefully 
relaxing about
 
spending time
 outdoors. So 
whenever the 
op-
portunity 
arises, which 
isn't  often, I find 
my-
self hiking 
somewhere,  anywhere 
in the beautiful 
rolling hills of the 
Central Coast. 
From atop 
my
 favorite 
outcrop
 of 
decomposing
 
granite, I absorb
 the soothing 
sights and sounds
 of a 
different 
world  only 
minutes
 away from 
the  hustle 
and bustle 
of Silicon 
Valley.
 With a cool
 breeze 
softly
 swaying through
 the surrounding 
oaks and 
pines,
 the hassles of 
last week's 
deadlines  and as-
signments quickly 
fade from memory.
 
Suddenly a 
soft
 crunching 
noise  behind me 
shatters the
 surreality of my 
escape.
 With my 
adrenal
 glands definitely functioning,
 my mind pic-
tures a mountain lion. 
(whirl to confront the beast. 
Much to my relief, an 
elderly  lady approaches. 
Taking a deep breath, she
 apologizes for startling 
me and asks 
if
 she can join me. 
I told her of course, when I really would 
have 
preferred
 to be alone. Oh well, I thought,
 some of 
the 
most
 precious sights are better when
 shared 
with another. Besides I really do 
like talking with 
the older generation. 
She sat down on a rock next to me and 
intro-
duced herself as Hope, a 65
-year -old widow for 10 
lonely years. 
This ethereal spot we now 
shared  had been a fa-
vorite of she and  her husband 
for many years. They 
especially loved watching
 the sunset, which I said 
was a 
favorite  pastime of mine as well. 
Hope was surprised  not that I appreciated 
sunsets,  but that I had the time to take one in. After 
all, she 
added, your generation is always on the 
move. You never have time for quiet reflection or a 
kind word in passing. 
She was upset, and perfectly at ease in letting 
me know about the way society perceives the el-
derly  as sedentary, dottering. always -in -need -
of-care people. The "gawddamn" politicians are 
especially perpetuating that stereotype, she said. 
But what really bothered the spirited lady was 
the way the American family had deteriorated over 
the years. As the passing sun sank toward the sea, 
Hope told me of a plight suffered by millions of this 
country's elderly. The older generation is no longer 
respected; they're often forgotten, seldom loved 
and 
increasingly  packed up and stuffed into the 
local nursing  "Home 
Sweet Home." 
The sun set in all its orange and red 
splendor,
 
and I told Hope I had to be leaving.
 She thanked me 
for listening and said maybe we 
would see each 
other again.  We smiled at each other and 
then went 
our separate ways. 
There
 was no denying that Hope's sad song 
had affected me. She
 was right about a lot of 
things and I started thinking about the future 
of America's 
elderly, a grow we will all be a part 
of some 
day. 
True,
 my generation doesn't have the time or 
energy to appreciate non
-material things like 
genuine conversation, sunsets
 and the outdoors. 
Sure, some of the more 
individualistic
 people do. 
but the vast majority simply chugs 
along,  satisfied 
with pursuing green numbers. 
And if this is true about my generation,
 it is 
even more truthful about my parents'
 generation. 
Hope's 
anger and cynicism was 
directed more 
toward 
them
 anyway, and justifiably 
so. They were 
the ones who 
shirked the familial 
responsibilities  
and duties. But 
as
 I thought about this. I knew 
we
 
all shared in the blame.
 
The elderly are not 
going away and as the 
modern medical profession
 continues to reap the 
benefits of technology, their 
numbers will only 
increase.
 Today, it's not 
uncommon  for many 
people to live 
beyond the age of 
70. In fact, the 
experts 
predict  that by the year
 2010, the over -80 
population  will 
double  to 12 million.
 
And by that time.
 the 30 million
 or so "baby -
boomers" will 
reluctantly  join the 
social security -
age  group, facing 
many  of the same 
problems  their 
parents
 are now trying 
so desperately to 
deal with. 
American  families 
must  realize how 
important  
their  older members 
are.  Some cultures like
 the 
Asians
 and Latins, venerate
 their elders. We 
should 
do the same. We will all be old 
some 
day 
and  we all 
deserve
 the chance to be 
taken care of as we 
age.
 
Social  programs 
are  attempting, yet
 failing, to 
provide
 the adequate 
support  for the 
elderly.  The 
family unit 
must  accept the 
responsibility  of 
caring  
for the elders. 
As I 
pulled  into 
my
 driveway.
 I was 
eagerly
 
anticipating  my 
next  venture into
 the wilderness.
 I 
only
 wish my 
search for 
peace. Hope
 and wisdom
 
will continue 
Julie 
Rogers
 is the 
news
 editor. 
Artist's  
Rendering  
appears
 every 
Wednesday.  
Forum
 
Policy
 
The 
Spartan  
Daily  
would  like 
to hear 
from  
you 
 our 
readers.Your
 
ideas,  
comments,
 
criticisms
 and 
suggestions
 are 
encouraged.  
By 
listening
 to 
our  readers
 we can 
better serve
 the 
campus
 community. 
Letters  to 
the 
editor  can 
be on 
any  topic.
 
However
 personal 
attacks  
and  
letters  in 
poor 
taste will  not be 
published.  
All 
letters
 
may  be 
edited
 for 
length
 or 
libel.  Letters
 must 
bear the 
writer's  name,
 
major,
 phone
 number
 and 
class  
level. 
Deliver
 
letters  to 
the 
Daily  
office  
on
 the 
second
 floor
 of 
Dwight  
Bente!  
Hall  or 
to
 the 
Student  Union 
information  desk. 
Editorials 
are  the 
opinion
 
of a 
majority
 of 
the Spartan Daily 
Editorial
 Board. 
They
 
run 
with a 
byline 
and 
appear  in 
the 
upper  left 
cor-
ner.  
Three  
Daily  editors 
write  
a 
weekly  
col-
umn.
 The
 rest 
of the 
editors
 and 
reporters
 
write 
columns  
on a 
rotating  
basis.  
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UC-Santa
 
Cruz  
students
 
express
 
disinterest
 in 
Greek  
organizations
 
'There
 
is a 
place 
for 
everyone,'
 
SJSU 
fraternity  
member says 
By 
jirti 
Hart
 
Daily 
start  
writer
 
University
 
of California
 
at Santa 
Cruz 
students
 
recently  
expressed  
their 
displeasure  with 
the existence 
of 
fraternities  and 
sororities  
on their 
campus. 
In a 
campus  poll. 77 percent of the 
students voted 
against the Greek 
let-
ter organizations 
by supporting the 
abolishment
 of the two fraternities
 
and one sorority
 on 
campus.
 
"There is a history of discrimina-
tion in 
the Greek system. There are 
certain
 people who just cannot join 
that 
group." said Nancy 
Wadsworth.
 a member 
of 
Students
 
Against 
Greek 
Establishment  
(SAGE).
 
Dean Mignola. a Sigma Chi fra-
ternity member at SJSU. believes 
this is untrue. 
"There is no discrimination. 
There is a place for everyone." Mig-
nola 
said. 
One of the goals 
of SAGE. 
Wadsworth said,
 is that all 
groups  on 
campus be 
non-discriminatory in 
gender. 
Wadsworth said that the poll re-
sults  prove that
 the students 
want to 
keep 
UCSC  as an "alternative
 cams 
pus" by not 
having  discriminatory 
groups. 
The objective of 
the poll is to 
show  the student 
opinion  and put 
pressure 
on 
the  
UCSC
 
Chancellor
 to  
abolish
 the 
Greek  
establishment
 on 
campus.
 
Wadsworth
 said. 
Scott  
Hasselman,
 
president  of 
Sigma 
Alpha 
Epsilon  
fraternity  at 
UCSC,  had a 
different
 opinion. 
"The 
poll  shows 
there is a 
very 
large vocal 
minority.  I don't
 see how 
you  can get 
an accurate
 sample 
with  
barely 
2.000 out
 of 9.000 
students 
voting."  
Hasselman  
said. 
Prior to 
the poll. 
SAGE  
printed
 a 
pamphlet 
listing
 the pros 
and  cons of 
having
 the Greek
 system 
on
 campus. 
One  example
 from the 
pro side 
stated 
that 40 out 
of 47 of the 
U.S. 
Supreme
 Court 
Justices 
selected 
over the 
years came 
from a 
fraternity  
background.
 
One 
example  from 
the con 
side  
stated 
that
 one 
chapter  of 
Sigma  
Alpha  Epsilon
 sponsored
 a "Trash
 
Martin  
Luther  King"
 party 
at
 the 
University
 of 
Cincinnati.  
`Doonesbury'  
creator 
allows editing
 of 
strip 
HONOLULU (AP)  Cartoonist 
Garry Trudeau told a 
convention of 
newspaper 
publishers  he does not 
object  to newspapers editing his 
often  controversial "Doonesbury" 
strip.  
But. he added,
 the country seems 
more intolerant of free expression 
than three 
years  ago. 
Trudeau's
 strip runs in about 
900 
newspapers. He won a Pulitzer Prize 
for editorial cartooning in 1975. be-
coming the first comic -strip artist 
ever to do 
so.  
Editors have the  right and the re-
sponsibility
 to 
cut material they 
think is inappropriate for their read-
ership,
 he said 
Monday.  
 
'As
 you know, it's called editing. 
and those who call it censorship are 
either  careless or ignorant." 
Tru-
deau told about 2,000 
people attend-
ing the 102nd Annual 
Convention  of 
the American 
Newspaper  Publishers 
Association.
 
But he 
said those who 
use  the ra-
tionale that "Doonesbury"
 is biased 
and
 unfair as the reason
 for pulling 
the
 strip are missing the
 point. 
"Satire is 
supposed  to be unbal-
anced. It's supposed 
to
 be unfair," 
he 
said.  "Criticizing a 
political  satir-
ist for being unfair is like
 criticizing 
a 260 -pound noseguard
 for being 
physical.
 
"We're all up 
against
 a very dan-
gerous 
trend  
of
 intolerance 
towards
 
free expression," 
he said. "Indeed. 
if "Dtxmesbury" 
has sometimes
 
seemed 
too 
pungent to 
some of 
you, 
it
 may be because 
it appeared in an 
environment 
unfriendly to 
critical 
comment, a 
time when 
impertinent  
questions
 are unwelcome.'  
Before  Trudeaus 
speech.  George 
W.
 Wilson. the 
chairman  of the 
ANPA 
and president
 of the 
Concord  
(N.H.)
 
Monitor,
 delivered the first 
keynote address 
of the three-day
 
convention.  
Wilson said
 the industry needs
 to 
he 
more  
vigorous  in its hiring of mi-
nority 
journalists. 
"Our  staffs
 must reflect the 
diver-
sity of our 
society  and our 
newspa-
pers
 must 
faithfully
 mirror 
the  world 
around us because
 we are a unique
 
business  with 
extraordinary
 respon-
sibilities," 
Wilson  said. 
Resides
 staff 
di
 vers0 and 
edito-
rial excellence,
 the future of the in-
dustry 
depends  on technological
 re-
search and
 development, he said.
 
"Either
 technological 
devel-
opments
 will catch us 
unprepared   
and we 
can  pray others 
are  similarly 
surprised
  or we can 
stimulate  and 
shape 
technological  
developments  
to 
serve our
 needs," he said. 
The 
convention's
 first panel dis-
cussion featured
 trade experts 
who 
touched 
upon.  among other 
things,  
the omnibus
 trade bill before 
the 
Senate and the
 effect of foreign 
in-
vestment
 in the United States. 
The bill, which President 
Reagan 
has promised to veto, could be re-
vised  easily to 
his  liking 
with 
its 
major 
provisions  intact, said Susan 
Liebeler, chairwoman of the U.S 
International Trade 
Commission.  
The 
bill passed the 
House 312-107 
last week and 
is to be voted on 
by the 
Senate this week. 
Barefooted  
teen shocked
 
on 
steel  plate 
FORT 
LAUDF.RDAL.E.  Fla 
(API  A 
teen-ager 
walking  bare-
foot along a busy street
 was electro-
cuted when she 
stepped on a steel
 
plate  that covered 
wiring for a  light
 
post, authorities said. 
Sunday morning's
 accident that 
killed 17
-year -old Veronika Beam/
 
Feria "was 
just a death 
waiting  to 
happen." 
said Ott Celkin,
 a Fort 
Lauderdale
 police 
spokesman.
 
The  street and 
wiring  had been 
moved to make way
 for the entrance 
of 
a new shopping
 center. It was 
badly
 rewired and 
set the grating 
alive with 480 
volts, said police 
and  
a Florida Power
 and Light 
spokes-
man. 
Cefkin said
 city workers investi-
gating the 
accident  told police a 
poorly 
insulated wire had been im-
properly positioned on the lip of the 
box 
beneath
 the steel plate. Wher
 
the 
lid was placed on the box,
 the in. 
striation
 %as seered 
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Even 
though the 
pamphlet  
in-
cluded 
arguments
 from both 
sides.  
Wadworth explained it 
wasn't
 neu-
tral. 
"It was biased," she said laugh-
ing. ". . . because we put it 
out."  
According  to 
many Greek
 mem-
bers 
at UCSC. 
anti -Greek
 activists 
may have 
violated 
campaign  regula-
tions. 
"The elections
 were fixed 
as they 
always  are. 
Anti -Greek 
pamphlets 
were
 right 
next  to 
the
 ballot 
box, 
which 
is against 
campaign 
regula-
tions,"
 said 
Herb 
Morgan.
 fornier
 
president
 of 
Theta 
Chi  
fraternity
 at 
UCSC. 
"Officials
 are 
looking 
at 
nullify  - 
ing the 
results,"  
Morgan  
said.  
Morgan
 said 
a Theta 
Chi 
represen-
tative 
was  told 
by 
administrators
 to 
"go 
away"  
when  
first
 arriving
 in  
UCSC
 to start
 a chapter.
 
Mike 
Piazza,  a 
member
 of Sigma
 
Alpha 
Epsilon  at 
SJSU, is 
concerned
 
about 
what  he 
calls "a 
fear 
of
 con-
servatism"
 at 
UCSC.  
SAGE
 plans
 
to eliminate 
the  
soro-
rities  and 
fraternities
 on 
campus
 .is 
an
 
example
 
for of 
her  
campuses..
 
"They
 (UCSC)
 are 
trying
 
to 
set  a 
precedent."
 
Piazza  
said.  
".
 . . but
 I 
don't
 think
 
they.  
can  do 
it. 
It in-
fringes
 
on
 
the 
Constitution."
 
UCSC 
administration
 
emphasizes
 
community
 
living 
in 
the 
separate
 
colleges
 
that
 comprise
 
the univer-
sity'.  
thus
 
discouraging
 the
 
formation
 
of
 
separate  
organizations.  
Unfortunately.
 the 
UCSC 
campus
 
has 
only
 enough room to 
accommo-
date 
less than 50 
percent of the 
stu-
dents 
currently  
enrolled.
 
Sorority 
and fraternity
 members
 
argue that 
Greek houses 
offer  a posi-
tive 
social option 
for  those who
 can't 
take
 part in the 
residential  colleges.
 
'People
 
can't believe everything  
that they see
 on TV and 
in 'Animal 
House'
 about
 
Greek -house living." 
one
 fraternity 
member 
said. 
With 13 
fraternities  
recognized
 by 
the 
Inter -Fraternity 
Council and 
six  
sororities 
recognized  
by
 Panhellenic,
 
SJSUs 
Greek  establishment
 has 
about 
1.3(X) 
members. The 
two-
year -old Greek
 establishment
 at 
('('SC has 
less
 than 
1(51
 
members
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The  judge dismissed the heinous crime 
allegation  in January, saying it was 
unconstitutional.
 
Bail 
set for
 
professor
 
accused  
of 
murder  
LOS
 
ANGELES
 
AP)  Bail 
for
 a former
 
university  
professor  
accused  
of
 
murdering
 a 
male 
prostitute  
and  
hacking
 up 
his 
body with
 a 
rented 
chain  saw.
 
was set
 at
 
$500,000 
today. 
Superior  
Court  Judge
 John 
H. 
Reid agreed 
to set bail for 
Max 
Bernard  Franc.
 58,  charged 
with 
the 
Aug. 20 murder
 of Tracy 
Leroy  Nine. 
17. whose 
body was 
dismembered
 with a 
chainsaw  
and scattered 
across
 California. 
Deputy  Public
 Defender
 Mark 
Kaiserman 
argued 
today  that 
bail 
should
 be set 
at
 S50,000
 
because
 
Franc 
no longer
 faces 
special  cir-
cumstance  
allegations
 of 
commit-
ting a 
murder in 
the course 
of a 
robbery or 
committing
 an espe-
cially 
heinous
 crime.
 
Die 
state  
Supreme
 
Court  
I 
hi 
her 
this month 
rejected  
efforts
 
Is
 
the 
prosecution
 to 
reinstate
 si y 
vial 
allegations
 
that
 would  
Iris
 e 
made  
Franc  
eligible  
for the
 deaili
 
penalty  
if 
convicted.
 
Reid 
who earlier 
allowed  the 
special allegation of 
murder  dur 
ing a robbery. reversed his deo 
sion last 
week when the highei 
court 
ordered
 him to explain
 
it 
or 
withdraw it.
 
The judge dismissed the 
hei-
nous crime
 allegation in January.  
saying it was 
unconstitutional.  
Deputy District Attorney Ster 
ling E. 
Norris believes
 both alle-
gations belting
 in 
the 
complaint  
against 
Franc.  
Kaiserman
 said
 he 
expects
 
Franc's  
trial 
to
 begin
 May
 lb. 
a 
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Ricky finds a friend 
5.151  basketball player kicky Berry
 makes 
friends
 with one of man's favorite formally
 attired 
birds.  Berry recently visited the Penguin 
Encoun-
ter at 
Sea  Vorld of Florida. The 6 -foot -8 
senior  
guard and other National Basketball Association
 
Special
 to the Daily 
draft hopefuls 
were in Orlando
 for the All -Star
 
Classics  hosted 
by Orlando 
Nlagic.
 The Penguin
 
Encounter is 
home to more 
than  200 penguins.
 
puffins  and murres and is 
the largest and most 
technically
 advanced 
exhibit  of its kind. 
Second
 
day  
draft  
choices
 
don't
 
receive
 much
 respect
 
NFIXA YOR  The 
bright
 
lights 
tit 
Broad,,,,
 didn't
 shine 
on 
them The
 teles 
sion
 
cameras
 long 
ago
 were shut  oft and 
removed.  
New were 
no 
cheerleaders
 or 
school hands to 
trumpet the 
iiiiUflcCfllCultsn
 t 
I km McPherson
 and Gordie Lock-
haum. the second- 
and third -place 
finishers  in last year's 
Heisman 
Tro-
phy balloting.
 finally had 
their  
names
 called 
in 
the NFL 
draft on 
Monday. 
Except  kw some scattered 
applause  
trout 
a 
hall doien fans in 
the 
gaiters  
ii he Manton 
Marquis
 
Hotel
 
lust 
iitt 
Broady,  . 
those 
se-
lections
 
went  s irwally unnoticed.  
Such
 is
 tile
 
for 
the 
college  star 
who 
doesn't
 fit the
 profile of the 
pro -
nay  pe 
NFL 
prospect. 
McPherson.  
who led Syracuse  
to 
an 
I I 
I 
season.
 w as taken with the 
12th 
pick  
of the sixth round by. the 
Philadelphia
 
Eagles  the
 
149th
 
player taken.
 Lockhaum.
 who 
played both 
ways  at Holy 
Cross  
and 
excelled as a 
running hack and 
dde-
soc hack. went in the
 ninth 
round.  
23Whoierall. to 
Pittsburgh
 
Tim 
Brow 
n. the 
wide
 
receiver  
trout Notre Dame w 
ho 
won
 the 
Heis-
man. was the sixth
 player chosen. by 
the I Ai. 
Angeles  Raiders. 
-I'm 
not 
disappointed
 one hut." 
McPherson
 said of being picked  
so
 
law 
He was the 
second  
pure
 quar-
terback 
chosen: 
only 
'Tom
 Topa of 
Ohio State. 
whom
 Phoenix drafted 
as a punter 
a 
tb the 6Mth pick. 
and 
Chns Chandler of Washington. 
taken hs Indianapolis
 w oh 
the 76th 
selection. went earlier 
'I knew 
going into the 
draft that I 
wouldn't
 go in 
the first couple
 of 
rounds because
 I wanted to 
go 
as a 
quarterback.'  
said Alt:Pherson.
 
who 
added that 
Eagles
 
Coach
 Buddy 
Ryan "made  it 
clear to 
MC that he 
likes me as a quarterback and only 
that   
1 ockhanin w as dratted as  a run-
ning back and only that  by the 
Steelers.
 
Other well -know n players taken 
on the second day ol the second -
quickest NFL draft since the merger 
 
only in 1981. when the teams 
took
 16 hours. 19 minutes. did it end 
faster than the 16:44 of this year  
were 
quarterbacks
 *Todd 
Santos.
 
Kerwin Bell and Mike Perez; Ernie 
Jones
 of 
Indiana  and Marc 
Zeno
 
of 
Tulane, a pair of, Ali; Apiericiksvide 
receivers: Miami...Fia
 
linebacker 
George Mira Jr.. IA 
ho .was sus-
pended from the 1988 Orange Bowl 
tor use of a banned diuretic; Keith 
Jones.
 one 
of Nebraska's all-time 
leading rushers. and Melvin Bratton. 
who probably
 would Woe been a 
first -round pick if he hadn't wrecked 
his knee as Miami heat 
Oklahoma  
20-14 in the Orange 
Bowl for 
the  na-
tional championship.  
The 333rd and last player 
chosen 
was 
Southern  
Oregon  
State 
running  
hack 
Jeff
 Reinhard.
 son of 
Washing-
ton Redskins general manager 
Bobby  
Beathard. The  
Redskins
 
should have had the last pick hut 
Beathard arranged a trade with the 
Los Angeles Rams 
to switch places 
in the final round
 to avoid ani infer-
ences
 of 
nepotism  with 
the final
 se-
lection.
 
Santos.
 of San Diego State 
and  the 
all-time 
leading
 passer in major col-
lege 
history,  went to 
New  
Orleans  
on the 10th round. Perez, who 
once
 
drew a roughing -the -rusher penalty 
while
 at San Jose State. was the Gi-
ants' seventh -round choice. Bell 
leading passer in SEC history at 
Florida. lasted five more picks be-
fore 
Miami grabbed
 him. 
Indiana's Jones went just ahead of 
Bell,  to Phoenix. 
while Zeno was se-
lected
 two 
spots  later 
by 
Pittsburgh.
 
Keith 
Jones 
wound
 up with 
the  
Rains
 on the 
sixth 
round.  
Bretton  
will  stay 
right  in 
Miami  if 
he 
makes 
it in the
 NFI. 
because 
the 
Stepping
 
into
 
a 
new 
world._
 
Congratulate 
your 
favorite
 
graduate 
in the
 Spartan 
Daily  
Sign 
ups  
start
 
May 2nd 
through
 May 6th. 
Read
 the 
Daily  fo,
 
more
 
information.
 
Dolphins got him on the sixth round. 
But he is expected to spend this year 
rehabilitating the knee. 
Mira 
was the third -to -last pick. by 
San 
Francisco.
 
The 230 -pound son 
of former NFL quarterback George 
Mira, apparently was considered too 
light by most pro teams. 
The final seven rounds of the draft 
were dominated by quarterbacks 
after they were virtually 
ignored  
Sunday.
 
Altogether. It quarterbacks were 
taken on the 
second  day. They 
were 
McPherson: Perez; Santos;  Bell: 
Scott Secules  
of 
Virginia  (by 
Dallas 
in the sixth round): Stan Humphries 
from
 
Northeast  Louisiana (Washing-
ton. sixth 
round):
 Bud 
Keyes  
of
 Wis-
consin  
(Green Bay. 
10th
 
round):
 
Danny McCoin 
of Cincinnati (by 
Detroit. 11th
 round); Danny McMa-
nus of 
Florida  State (Kansas City. 
11th 
round):
 
David 
Weber of 
Carroll.  
College  
in 
Wisconsin
 (Raiders.  
11th 
round); and Duke's Steve Slayden 
(Cleveland. 12th 
round).
 
Dallas took defensive 
end  Chad 
Hennings of Air Force, winner of the 
Outland Trophy as the nation's out-
standing college lineman, on the 
11th round. Hennings would 
ha, 
been a first -round pick. but has .: 
Air Force
 
commitment for 
1,, 
years_
 
PART-TIME
 JOB
 
flexible 
hours 
good pay 
WORD-PROCESSING
 
OR 
DATABASE
 
SKILL 
REQUIRED
 
Buckles -Smith 
280-7777
 
Majeski
 
leads
 
track
 
team
 
By Jennifer Truman 
Daily staff writer 
SJSU's track 
team hiscl.to split it-
self last weekend to be represented 
in 
two  unrelated conwetitions. Opt 
part 
of
 the team went
 
to San Luis 
Obispo 
for 
the Poly Royal
 Invitatio-
nal while the other half went to Wal-
nut for the San 
Antonio Relays. 
"All our teams ran really well," 
Coach Marshall Clark said. "It was 
tough to keep track of the split 
team."
 
The big finisher for the Spartans 
for the weekend was Shawn Majeski 
who took first place in the 400
-meter  
intermediate 
hurdles/second
 heat at 
the 
Poly
 Royal Invitational. 
Majeski placed 
third in the 110 -
meter high hurdles with a time of 
15.38.
 
Junior Chris Becerra had a 
good 
showing
 in the 1500 
meters  with a 
second 
place  time of 3:51.52. Steve 
Scholz turned in a fifth place time
 of 
3:54.65. 
Dave House turned
 in a third place 
time of 
16:06.9  in the 5000 meters. 
Junior John Kozak 
°laced fourth 
SPORTS 
in 
the long jump with 
a mark of 22-
4 
1/4. Kozak also 
placed sixth in 
the 
high 
jump  with a 
leap  of 
6-6 
1/4 
inches. 
Freshman  Sam 
Cavallam 
landed a 
51-5 shot 
put  for fifth place. 
Unplaced
 marks for
 the Spartans
 
at the 
Poly Royal  
Invitational'.
 were: 
Sven
 Waisted in 
the 800 meters
 with 
a time of 
2:03.20;
 Dave 
Lambert
 in 
the 
shot  put with a 
throw  of 42-1 1/2; 
junior
 Jim Reis in the
 high jump with 
a 
leap of 6-2 1/4; 
Majeski  with a 
143-
11 in the 
javelin
 event and 
20-11 1/z 
in
 the long jump. 
The  top 
finishers
 at the Mt. San
 
Antonio Relays
 were the 400
-meter  
and 1600
-meter  relay 
teams
 which 
both 
placed third  on 
Saturday. 
The 400 -meter
 team of Darren 
Coleman. 
Dave 
Villalobos,
 Tony 
Jeffery.
 and Troy 
Brown  turned 
in a 
time 
of
 41.59.
 
The 1600
-meter  relay 
team of Co-
leman,
 Brian 
Wicks,  Jim 
Reed  and 
Ed Tucker
 turned in 
a third place 
time of 3:12.68. 
Coleman, Villalobos, 
Jeffery
 
and 
Wicks
 combined in the 
800 -meter 
relay  for a fourth place time of 
1,15.99.
 
A time 
of 3:26.41 was 
not  enough 
to 
bring the sprint medley team past 
the sixth place mark. A medley con-
sisted of sprints of 200 meters run
 by 
Mike Williams (22.11). 
200  meters 
run by Brown (22.80).
 400 meters 
run by Tucker (48.40) and the 
last 
leg 
of
 800 meters run by Reed 
(I:52.70).
 
The weather conditions 
were  
windy  at both events 
and rain was re-
ported at San Luis Obispo. 
No 
scores 
were 
recorded
 
for 
Wicks,
 who 
was 
to 
compete
 
in
 the 
pole
 
vaulting  
event  
Sunday,
 
because
 
of wind. 
The 
next 
meet  for 
the 
Spartans  
will be 
Saturday
 in 'San 
Francisco
 at 
the 
Johnny 
Mathis 
Invitational.
 
49ers' top
 
draft
 
choice  
Stubbs
 
hopes
 to 
become
 
starter
 
quickly
 
REDWOOD 
CITY (AP)  
Uni-
versity 
of Miami 
lineman
 Danny 
Stubbs, 
the San Francisco
 49ers' top 
NFL 
draft choice, 
said he hopes 
to 
provide stiff 
competition  in the de-
fensive line 
early  in the season. 
"We run 
a similar 
scheme
 at 
Miami. so 
I'm confident I can
 pick 
up the 
system
 real 
quickly."
 said 
Stubbs.
 "I hope to come 
in and play 
in the nickel
 package as a 
pass
 rusher 
and 
eventually
 become a 
defensive  
lineman 
who can play 
all four 
downs."
 
Coach  Bill Walsh 
expressed
 con-
fidence 
Monday that the first 
three 
players acquired by the 49ers 
during
 
the NFL's two-day draft 
period  will 
help the team quickly. 
"As soon as 
we
 got the two de-
fensive ends and a wide receiver, I'd 
have to say that the draft was very 
gtxxl for us. 
Especially considering 
where
 we picked." he said, referring 
to Stubbs. lineman Pierce Holt of 
Angelo State and NFL veteran re-
ceiver 
Dokie  Williams. 
The 
49ers ended up with 10 picks 
in the draft and got Williams by 
trad-
ing their first -round
 pick to the Los 
Angeles Raiders. 
Stubbs and Holt 
were taken in the second round. 
They added a 
familiar name. 
George Mira 
Jr., to the team 
on 
Monday 
with  their 12th -round pick. 
The 230
-pound  linebacker 
from
 
Miami is 
the  son of 
former 49er 
quarterback 
George  Mira. 
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The 
49ers picked
 up 303
-pound 
offensive 
tackle 
Larry  Clarkson
 in 
the eighth
 round. 
"Clarkson
 could 
be a 
steal," 
Walsh said 
of the player
 from 
Mon-
tana.  
Walsh 
said that had Stubbs and 
Holt been 
gone when they 
picked.
 
the 49ers 
would have taken a line-
backer 
first.  
Boston College linebacker Bill 
Romanowski was drafted in the third 
round,  and punter 
Barry Helton. of 
Colorado. 
was selected in the fourth 
round.
 
Mira was a stanthnit defender tor 
the 
national  
champion
 Miami
 team. 
His college
 career 
ended on 
a sour 
note  when 
he was 
declared  
ineligible  
for 
the Orange
 Bowl 
game after
 test-
ing 
positive 
for a 
prescription  
drug 
on 
the NCAA's
 list of 
banned 
sub-
stances.  
The 49ers drafted one linebacker 
on
 Sunday. Romanowski, and three 
on 
Monday.  Kevin Bryant of Dela-
ware State in the seventh round. 
Brian  Bonner of Minnesota in the 
ninth and Mira in the final round. 
Other picks Monday: 
placekicker  
Tim Foley
 of Georgia Southern, 10, 
and 
safety
 Terrance Brooks. Texas 
A&M,  1 
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Cardinal
 
squeaks
 
past
 
SJSU
 
baseball
 
team
 
Matthew 
E Durham  Daily staff photographer 
Cardinal  first 
baseman
 Ron Witmeyer slides 
safely Brad 
Mornhinweg  
awaits  the throw 
from  catcher 
into 
second 
base
 while 
Spartan  second
 baseman
 John N'erniest. SJSU 
lost to 
Stanford.  7-3. 
Chandler
 wants
 Ali in corner 
for
 
battle  against  university 
FRANKFORT,
 Ky. (AP) 
For 
mer Gov. 
A.B.  "Happy" Chandler 
has enlisted 
sonic heavyweight sup-
port in his continuing
 battle against 
critics seeking 
his removal from the 
University of 
Kentucky  Board of 
Trustees for his use 
of
 a racial epi-
thet. 
Boxing champion Muhammad Ali 
was urged by Chandler to come to 
his defense during a meeting Mon-
day in Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's of-
fice. 
Ali said he 
did not know
 the for-
mer governor 
well  and 
knew  nothing: 
about his use of the term "nigger 
but was not of  by it. 
"Everybody says nigger," All 
said. "So what's the big thing?' 
The circumstances that sur-
rounded the comments in Wilkin-
son's 
office 
were  out 
of the ordinary. 
Chandler and
 All were in Wilkin-
-son's office 
along  with a representa-
tive of the World Boxing Hall of 
Fame Museum,  a little-known 
Louisville operation that is seeking 
'Muhammad
 
didn't
 
approve
 
of
 the 
harsh
 
treatment
 I've 
been 
getting.' 
 
'Happy' 
Chandler,
 
University  of 
Kentucky  
Board of 
Trustees  
state  assistance. 
Chandler asked 
Wilkinson for the
 meeting. 
After  greeting
 him with 
a bear hug
 
and jokes 
about his 
own  
age 
and 
health. 
Chandler.  
also a 
former  
major
 league 
baseball
 
commis-
sioner,  
thanked
 Ali for
 coming 
to his 
defense. 
The discussion was interrupted by 
Wolf 
Cowen,
 curator of 
the mu-
seum. 
who  later said 
Chandler's 
use 
Pepperdine 
basketball 
signs  two 
local  
forwards
 
MALIBU 
(AP)
  
Pepperdine  
basketball  coach 
Tom  Asbury has 
hired two 
assistant  coaches and 
signed two Bay
 Area forwards to 
na-
tional letters 
of
 intent, the school an-
nounced Monday. 
Asbury selected
 Robert Williams
 
and David 
Campbell  as his 
assistants
 
for next 
season. 
Williams 
was the head coach at 
Menlo 
College for the last five sea-
sons,  
where  his teams 
were  80-63. 
Campbell  
was an 
assistant
 
coach 
at Weber State  
for one season
 after 
serving five years as an 
assistant at 
St. 
Mary's.
 
Meanwhile,  David 
Hairston
 of 
Chabot Junior College and 
Rex  
Manu of Skyline 
Junior  College 
signed  letters of intent 
with  Pepper -
dine.
 
Hairston, a 6 -foot
-9, 240 -
pounder,  averaged 19.6 
points  and 
10 3 rebounds for Chabot this 
past 
season.  Manu, a 6-7. 220
-pounder.
 
averaged 
17.0 points 
of the 
term  at a committee 
meeting
 
of the UK 
board should be ignored 
because of Chandler's record.
 
Cowen said he was 
"speaking for 
the 
champ."
 
As baseball 
commissioner.  Chan-
dler was instrumental
 in breaking the 
game's racial barrier 
when  Jackie 
Robinson 
became  the first 
black  
major 
leaguer
 
in 1947. 
Chandler said the
 boxing great 
took
 time "to come to my 
rescue" 
and the 
two have been friends for 
many 
years.  Chandler complained
 
that news reports
 of his comment 
were  blown out of 
proportion.  
"Muhammad didn't approve of 
the harsh 
treatment  I've been get-
ting." Chandler said. 
Ali, who suffers from Parkinson's 
syndrome, 
said he knew nothing 
about ifie controversy
 and added that 
he did not know 
Chandler very well. 
Only after the circumstances of 
the Chandler comment 
were  ex-
plained by a reporter did Ali make 
any comment
 on the subject. 
"I'd 
be lying to tell you he's my 
friend." said Ali, who grew 
up in 
Louisville. 
Chandler's remark prompted a 
storm of controversy,  and many po-
litical and civic leaders have called 
for his resignation from 
the  UK 
board. 
Wilkinson. who reappointed 
Chander to a voting seat on the UK 
board. said Monday that Chandler's 
apology was 
sufficient to end the 
matter. 
Wilkinson said the subject
 of 
Chandler's remark was not brought 
up during the meeting 
with  Chandler 
and All. 
"As far as I'm 
concerned,  it's a 
closed
 
issue."
 Wilkinson  said. 
By
 Sean Montgomery 
Daily
 stall writer 
SJSU's baseball
 team endured a 
disappointing  non -conference 
7-3  
loss to 
seventh
-ranked Stanford 
'Tuesday afternoon at San Jose Mu-
nicipal Stadium.
 
"It's a disappointing loss," losing 
pitcher
 Al Bacosa said. "But I don't 
think 
that it is any more disappoint-
ing for me than 
it is for the rest of the 
team.
 
Bacosa (3-4) pitched
 six innings. 
striking out six and walking four. 
The senior right-hander . allowed 
eight hits and four earned runs. 
After a fly out by Frank Carey. 
Bacosa allowed the next three batters 
on 
base
 by two walks and a single. 
Tony Paulsen, who was walked. 
came around to score the first Cardi-
nal run and Bacosa's second walk 
loaded
 the bases. 
One 
out  later, designated hitter 
Doug Robbins singled to drive in the 
I irst two runs of the game. 
"I didn't have
 much control over 
my breaking ball." Bacosa  said. "I 
didn't have much control over any-
thing."
 
After scoring two 
runs
 in the first, 
the Cardinal scored 
another run in 
the third. Paulsen,  
who extended his 
hitting streak to 
26 games, singled to 
lead 
off the inning. Ron Witmeyer, 
who 
reached first on a fielder's 
choice,
 stole second.
 With 
one out. 
second baseman Paul Carey 
singled
 
to right scoring Witmeyer. 
Bacosa then found his rhythm 
and 
proceeded to shut 
down the
 
Cardi-
nal. Bacosa put down eight Stanford 
players in order,  hut
 lost it in the 
seventh. 
Bacosa 
surrendered a 
lead-off sin-
gle to Mike 
Eicher. Eric 
Cox  fol-
lowed with 
a single 
advancing  
Eicher to 
second.  Bacosa 
then 
walked Eric 
Degraw  to load the
 
bases.  Coach 
Sam  Piraro had 
seen 
enough and with
 a pat to Bacosa's
 
hind  end, handed the
 ball to Robert 
Sapp.  
Sapp was 
hit  hard by the 
first  bat-
ter he faced. 
Carey  flied out 
to
 left, 
deep 
enough  for Eicher to 
score from 
third 
for a 4-0 Stanford lead.
 
With 
runners  on first and second. 
Stanford 
head coach Mark Marquess 
put 
the double steal on, A perfect 
throw from Spartan catcher John 
Vemiest nailed Cox at third. Troy 
Paulsen then lined harmlesly to first 
baseman Jeff Hetherington. 
In the seventh. SJSU's desig-
nated -hitter 
Fernando Viera led off 
with a 
double down the right field 
line. With 
one out. Hetherington 
drew a 
walk to put runners at first 
and second. A wild pitch by 
winning 
Spartans
 take two 
from
 
Santa
 
Barbara
 
By 
Sean  
Montgomery
 
Daily 
staff writer 
The 
Spartans'  
baseball  
team
 
improved their
 record to 26-27
 by 
taking 
two out of 
three games
 at 
UC-Santa
 Barbara 
over the week-
end. 
After 
a week off 
due to a 
rain 
out
 in San 
Francisco 
on
 April 19.
 
SJSU bats 
woke  up, 
smashing  14 
hits
 to help 
pitcher  Donnie
 Rea to 
a complete 
game  victory.
 The 
Spartans  won the
 series 
opener
 by 
a score 
of 11-5.
 
Jeff 
Hetherington,
 who went 
2 
for 
5 and 
knocked  
in
 two runs,
 
blasted  his 
team -leading
 sixth 
home
 run of the 
season, a 
solo  
shot, in 
the 
seventh.
 
Six 
different 
SJSU 
players
 had 
two
 hits in 
the  victory.
 
Rea 
(4-2)  gave 
up
 12 hits, 
struck
 out three
 and 
walked
 three. 
Gaucho  
pitcher
 Renay
 Bryand,
 
a San 
Jose  native, 
took the loss.
 
Bryand  (1-8)
 went the 
distance. 
A 
double-header  
was  played 
Sunday  to make
 up for 
Saturday's  
rainout.  
UCSB came 
out  with a 
ven-
geance  in Game 
I and beat the 
Spartans  by 
a score of 
9-2.  
The 
Gauchos
 
Craig  
Middle-
kauff did the major 
damage  to 
SJSU driving in four runs. 
Middlekauff and Ed Landphere 
each had a two -run homer
 ill 
helping UCSB to the 
victory.
 
The 
Gauchos stole
 five bases in 
the 
game.  
Clyde Samuel 13-6) took the 
loss
 
after 
giving
 
up five runs in 
4 "innings.
 
In the second game, Spartan 
right-hander Dan Archibald 
turned in another complete game 
striking out siv in the 10-1 
win.
 
Archibald gave up eight hits and 
walked only two
 in the contest. 
Eric Nelson 
had  three hits and 
knocked in four runs to help 
the 
Spartans to the v. in. One of Nel-
son's
 three hits was his fifth home 
run 
of the 
season. 
Nelson went 6 for 13 with six 
RBI in the series. 
pitcher Robbie Kamerschen (5-0)  
al-
lowed the
 runners to advance. 
Brad Momhinweg, who had two 
singles in the
 game. singled to knock 
in 
Viera.
 
Piraro then chose 
to go to his 
bench and pinch hit 
for  catcher John 
Vemiest.  Jon Rattazzi got 
the call 
from Piraro. Rattazzi, a .186 hitter,
 
doubled
 down the right
-field  line 
driving  in Hetherington and 
Morn-
hinweg.
 
Darin  Davis was brought in to run 
for Rattazzi at second and Stanford 
called in Lee Plemel from 
the bull-
pen. 
Plemel 
came  in and struck out 
shortstop Steve Anderson. Center 
fielder Andy Coan 
then singled to 
right. The 
Spartan third base coach 
Scott
 Herder sent Davis 
around
 to 
try and score, but Carey fired a per-
fect strike from right field to nail 
Davis at the plate ending the rally. 
The Cardinal 
scored  two more 
runs in the 
eighth off Sapp and 
Jeff
 
Knopf  with an Ed Sprague 
two -run 
homer. 
Sapp's book closed with one in-
ning of work, one hit and one earned 
run. Knopf gave up three 
hits  and 
two earned runs in two innings he 
NBA,
 players'
 
union
 
agree  
on
 new
 
pact  
NEW YORK (AP) 
 The 
NBA 
and its 
players'  
union,
 who 
have been 
without a 
contract  all 
season,  have 
agreed
 
on a new six -
year
 contract,
 NBA 
Commis-
sioner 
David Stern 
announced 
Tuesday. 
Stem 
said  the 
agreement  
con-
tinues 
the salary
 cap. the 
NBA 
draft 
and,  in 
some
 instances,
 the 
right 
of first 
refusal 
over  free 
agents
 
The  
union 
had  
filed 
an
 an-
titrust suit 
seeking
 the abolition of 
both the 
draft  and the right of 
first  
refusal.
 
Stem 
said agreement
 was 
reached
 in a seven
-hour  bargain-
ing session Monday
 and approved 
by
 the NBA 
Board  of 
Governors
 
Tuesday. He said 
that it also had 
been approved 
by the executive 
board of the 
NBA Players Asso-
ciation. 
s, 12,31 
q1"959
 
 
Adult
 
Dateline
 
rthern
 
California's
 
01
 
 
No 
Call  from 
the
 comfort 
of 
your
 home.
 
Messages
 change
 
often,  
so
 call 
daily. 
Instantly  
updated.
 
Open
 24 
hours.  
PRESS
 
El 
for men 
Ii)
 leave messages 
for
 women 
for 
women  
to leave 
messages  
for 
men  
ci 
for men 
to 
hear messages 
from women 
for 
women  
to hear messages 
from men 
OZper.dlphestall.6...W.Ihrlilaroveolocall
 
Laugh  
'Til
 
Your
 Lips 
Fall
 
Off!  
LIS
 
Two teams
 of "ACTLTES" square off against
 
each other for 
your
 laughs (and
 points) in: 
Appearing
 
every  
Wednesday
 
night  
8:30
 
P.M.
 
9 
at
 
Confetti's  Cafe t 
pc 
...Or dance 'til your feet  
fall
 off 
with dancing 5 
nights
 a week. 
Come see what everyone in the Southbay is talking about. 
With this 
coupon 2 for 1 (2 people for $4) 
 
CA? 
325 
S. 
First St. (Dorman 
Bldg.  - 2nd floor), San Jose 
294-1922 
a 
worked.
 
Stanford scored
 another in its hall 
of 
the ninth 
putting
 the 
game
 
out of 
reach.
 
The 
Spartans  went down
 quietly.
 
in 
the ninth 
and  fell two 
games under
 
.5(8)(26-28).
 
Bacosa
 
had nothing had 
to 
say 
about 
Stanford.  
"Our team played hard,  hut they 
(Stanford)
 played hard 
also." 
Ba-
cosa
 said. "I'm sure it's more disap-
pointing
 for the seniors 
on 
our  team 
because it's their last chance to play. 
them.
NMI 
Any 
garment
 
cleaned and pressed 
a25
 
Prepaid  
No checks 
please 
Dry 
Cleaning
 
 Same
 day 
service
 
 
Plant
 on 
premises
 
 
NO 
LIMIT!
 
Excludes
 
silk,  
leather,  
formals
 
BONDED  Cleaners 
873 
Blossom
 Hill
 Rd. 
at Pearl 
next  to Pay 
'N
 Pak 
Monday 
- Friday 
7am - 
7pm 
Saturday
 6pm 
(408)
 
365-8680
 
1O°/0
 
OFF 
Anything
 
tor SJSU 
students 
with 
current ID (Not 
valid 
with 
any  other 
coupon 
or
 offer) 
NAPLES
 
PIZZA  
& Italian
 Restaurant
 
'uesday
 Night
 
Special
 
$2.99
 
Spaghetti
 w/meat
 sauce 
inc.
 garlic bread & 
salad 
Wednesday
 
Special  
Buy 1 
pizza, 
get next
 smaller
 size 
FREE 
Wed. 
5-10  
with
 
coupon
 
Live 
Entertainment
 
Every 
Thursday
 Night 
Stewart 
Yarbrough 
& 
his 
Rhythm
 Masters
 
Buy  I 
pitcher,
 
get  2nd 
free 
$3 
off  any 
large 
pizza 
$2 
off  any 
medium  
pizza 
with coupon 
WE
 
DELIVER
 
978-5515
 I 
WILLOW
 GLEN CENTER , 
Le2306
 Almaden Rd. San Jose I 
xt to Almaden 
Twin Theal 
Pat.!, 
tt 
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Daily  
Jackson
 
campaign
 center
 opens 
Local  office 
gives 
followers
 
hopes of visit 
By Dani 
Parkin 
Daily 
start  writer
 
The grand opening
 ot 
Jesse  
la, S 
son's 
South  Bay 
campaign
 
it
 II, 
couldn't contain all the 
celebrating  
supporters  
ss ho spilled 
onto the
 
pavement
 ol 
Fast  San 
Carlos
 
Street
 
iust a 
block  from y 
ampny  Monday 
There were 
siveches  
in 
support
 
Jackson. tree cake w ah 
nutty 
frost 
ing and 
enthusiastic  chanting 
ot 
"Win.
 Jackson. w in!" 
It  
Jesse  comes
 to this area. 11e 
ill certainly !lase 
him  
k'owe
 
here 
And since
 it's so close
 
to 
,..amptis
 
there's
 a good chance 
he'll lake 
tour 
of
 SJSC."
 said
 Ron \ 
son. co-chairman tor the loth 
con-
gressional  district, 
the 
district rep-
resenting  SJS1.. 
"Thi
 is an ideal
 
location
 because 
of its proximity to 
campus. 
Students
 
can
 just stop hy and pick up litera-
ture and 
become  
my
 
oly ed 
in noli 
tics,
 McPherson  said 
"They 
have
 to 
register  by 
May 9 
to vote.
 They
 can do that here.
 
too,"  
he said. 
The crowd
 of approximately 
100  
people
 encompassed
 many 
dill ..'rent 
age groups and 
ethnic  
backgrounds.
 
EYen
 a street
 
pe(M'Ill
 Willed
 the 
festi-
vities
 
the media 
representanie.
 S111:111 
Strubble. 
proudly 
stars  eyed the 
group 
and said. "This  
is great 
This
 
campaign
 is representing a 
ihierse
 
segment
 of the 
population. It's
 
not
 
all peace advocates.
 not 
all  
in any. 
thing. It's a genuine slice 
of 
the  
pop-
ulation
 
SIM' student Cartnelita Gutierre/ 
stayed
 more than an hour listening
 
to 
Howling
  atly 
sta  
photographe  
Fr   left. Randy
 Cooper, 
Mostala  khosroshahi, the
 
10th congressional 
district.  
are
 at the
 
Opening
 
of  
Moulid
 
Caber  and 
Ron  McPherson. co-chairman 
of the Jesse Jackson
 South
 Bay 
campaign
 
bureau.  
speedies
 
and 
getting 
to 
k 
miss other 
Jackson 
supporters.
 "We're  
plan-
ning the 
strategy  for getting 
out the 
%ow."
 she 
said. 
She added. 
"MEChA  has en-
dorsed  Jackson  and
 so has the Na-
minal Chicano Student Associa-
t ion . ' 
Gutierrei 
is 
tresurer 01 SIEChA. a 
Chicano
 
I 
all 
nit 
student
 
organi/a-
tion. 
and plans to 
he a 
campus
 
s 
ol-
wilco- 
tor the 
campaign.
 
One speaker on 
the  
steps  
ill 
the 
campaign 
headquarters.
 which is 
nest
 lii 
Metro Cale on 
San  
Carl,
 
is 
Street yelled. Whia
 does Dukak 
is 
has c that 
%se 
don't 
have'"  
The  crowd replied 
in unison 
"money"
 and 
laughed.  
The president
 of the Santa Clara 
Black Police 
Officers  Association. 
Randall Cooper. commended
 Jack-
son  for his strong stand on drugs. 
"We will he having a march on 
PCP at Overfelt High School on Sat-
urday at 9 a.m, and we 
want
 all of 
you to come with 
your  Jackson
 ban-
ners and march with us." 
he said 
Cooper. a sergeant with the San 
Jose 
Police 
Department.
 added. 
"Jesse's
 against drugs. He will stop 
them
 at the source. Our association 
is 
supporting  
him  
and I support 
him." 
SJSU Democrats John Hjelt. Paul 
SpartaGuide
 
SpariliChmle
 ii 
ii 
<lath ualemlm 
29K-0204  
tor
 
SJSU
 wthlent. /mutt\ and 
,tatt
 
argithisatt,m,
 
Items mat 
he 
,ifb. 
mated  
('11 
form"
 In 
the  1)(1111
 
0111,e, 
thi
 /On 
Ii../ite/
 
HO
 
Room  
20.N.
 
lint 
11'111 
1111t he 
ill 
t'epted 
011'/
 the /4/11//e 
i)eallline /or 
the 
11e.11.thil.,
 
pubh,  a. 
'lows
 
TODAY  
Gay and 
Lesbian Alliance:
 Meet-
ing 
Guest 
speaker  
1.1sillsCs
 
V.1d14:110(1... 
4:30-6:30  
p 
iii S 
Almaden 
Room. 
Bahal 
Club: 
Discussion
 
about 
world  peace.
 7-fi:30 
pill 
5.1,. 
Pa-
checo Room,
 
SJSU
 
Engineering  
Department:
 
1988 
Annual  
Engineering  
Student 
Conference.
 For 
information
 
call 
424.3s50
 
4298
 
Campus
 
Democrats:  
Meeting. 
Noon.
 
Council
 
Chambers.  
For  
intOr-
mation call 
280-7225.
 
Meteorology 
Department:
 Seminar 
Series. 3:30 
p.m  
Duncan
 Hall, 
R00111(115 For
 intormation
 call 924-
52151  
Catholic 
Newman 
Community:
 
"Rio -medical
 ethics: 
Dilemmas  for 
the 80s.' 
7:311 
p.m.  
Campus  Min-
istry  Center For 
information
 
call  
SpartaGold Dance Team:
 I -outs 
tor
 
lull
 
1988.  ti:30 
p.m.
 
at 
Music 
Ciincert
 Hall. For information 
call 
9'4-5463.
 
Re-entry 
.Advisory: "The Stupid 
Disease: Why do we 
led l so dumb 
w 
hen
 we
 are :tales ing so 
much?" 
12 In p.m 
at Administration
 Build-
ing. Room 223.
 Far more informa-
tion en 
424-  C4-10 
THURSDAY 
I 
ii,1 I 
iicers:
 Lecture and Dem-
o! hi 
Maestro 
En/0 
Musu  
ineyi 
lie..,'
 and
 
Slaestro
 Niccolo 
Penn'
 
In. 
;I)  
;1.111.
 at Hugh
 
Gillis
 
Hall
 I. "ti p
 
i 
it
 SPX 89. X p.m. at 
SPX 89. 
For
 
information
 
call  Allaire 
at 
924-45311  
SJSU 
Cycling  Club: Meeting. 
7:30 
p.m. 
student l 
'mon
 Montalvo 
Room
 
1 -or 
information
 call  279 -
Pagan 
Religious Alliance:
 Beltane 
Ritual .ind 
Meditation  S p.m.
 Stu 
dent Union 
Guadalupe  Room. 
Foi 
information
 call 
225-51011,
 
S.ISI' 01 
inam
 %let Vo 
Dao 
Club: 
Martial Arts 
practice  session.
 
5:30
 
p.til. at SI' 209 
For  
information  
call  
292-44,0
 
Theatre 
Department: 84th Dr. Do-
rothy Kaucher 
Contest sign-ups. 
Hugh
 Gillis Hall
 Theatre 
callboard.  
Antnesty
 
International:Meeting.
 7 
p.m  at Art Building.
 Room 139. 
For information call 
277-8225. 
Chinese Engineering
 Student As-
sociation: Presidential 
electionnno  
vie night. 7:30 p.m.
 Student Union 
Almaden Room.
 For information 
iii 
287-6254.
 
Chinese 
Engineering  Student
 ks-
sociation: "Introduction to Vi iii,1 
Star." 
Noon.  
Student 
Union Costa
 
noan 
Room.  
For 
information  call 
977-0473.
 
Re-entry
 Advisory: Drop -in sup-
port
 
group.  2 p.m. 
For 
information
 
call 924-5930.
 
Administration 
of
 Justice: "Death 
Penalty 
Clashing views." Noon 
Student 
Union 
Almaden
 Rtx 
information
 
call
 
924-2947  
or
 924 
2940
 
FRIDAY
 
Rohs tton 
Society:  "Semi -an 
nual Ads 
ising Day. 
Har-H-Q  and Had 
Drama. 
1:30
 p.m. at 
Seventh  Streci
 
barbecue 
pits. For 
information
 can 
2311-1649.
 
Author defends school
 reform
 
report
 
VSHINGTON I 
AP; Educa-
secretary N'ilham J. Bennett 
today rejected criticisms
 of 
his 
svhool reform report. saying the edu-
...itiiltl
 establishment
 
wanted 
a 
" 
ss 
hitewash of the problem
 
and . . .a blank check." 
Bennett, at a news conlerence he
-
litre a White House ceremony
 mark-
ing five
 
years  of the  
administration's
 
school 
reform
 initialise,  defended 
his nos 
....unique.  %Inch concludes
 
that American schools have made 
only modest gains in 
recent  years. 
Some
 educators, 
including  Cali-
fornia Superintendent 
of Public In-
struction  Bill Honig. have 
said
 
Ben
-
netts
 report. "American 
Education: 
Making
 It Work",
 understates the 
actual academic 
accomplishments.  
Others
 hase said Bennett 
pointedly 
Ignored
 the federal 
government's  
own 
responsibility
 
for
 helping 
Ill 
prove
 schools. 
"We have dime our part," said
 
Bennett.  adding that critics 
demand  
ing a larger 
federal
 role 
often  "mean
 
more cash. 
He
 said, "The educa 
lion establishment."
 including lead 
ers
 of the
 
National  
Education
 
Assi,  
ciation. "want a whitewash of
 the
 
problem and
 they want a 
blam
 
check." 
RESIDENCE
 
INN
 
A New
 
Kind  
of 
Hotel'
 
Remember
 Us 
For:
 
 
Graduation  
 Weddings
  
Holidays
 
 Family 
Reunions 
 
Parent's
 
Weekend
 
Ask 
For Special
 San 
Jose
 State 
Rates 
All suites,
 one and two 
bedrooms  
Fully  equipped 
kitchens  
 Living 
room  with wood
-burning  
fireplace
  Satellite
 television 
 
Complimentary  continental
 buffet breakfast
  24 hour pool 
and spa 
For More Information 
RESIDENCE
 
INN
 
 San 
Jose 
2761 
South  
Bascom  
Campbell,CA
 95008 
(408) 
559-1551
 
or
 
Reservations
 call 
Marriott's  
RESIDENCE 
INN  Silicon 
Valley  ICI 
I. 750 Lakeway 
Dr. II.
 1080 Stewart Dr. 
Sunnyvale,
 CA 
94086  
(4011)
 
720-8893,
 ext. 
416 
 F. 
Sonneman and Catherine 
Tompkison 
were at the opening to arrange a can-
didate's forum that will he 
presented  
May 4 at 1:30 p.m. in the 
Student
 
Union Council
 Chambers. 
"People representing each of the 
Democratic candidates will hold a 
debate and air their 
c;milidate's 
views."  explained Hjelt. 
He 
added.  
vi
 ill he tegistei - 
ing 
Democrats
 
to 
yule
 
this week in 
Front 
of
 the Student l'nion. 
During the four-hour celebration 
nearly 200
 
supporters  showed
 up. 
Thes gas,:
 
donations.
 
signed
 
up as 
solunteers. enjoyed refreshments or 
lList
 listened to 
the speakers.
 
USS  
Bonefish
 
waits 
for salvage
 
NORFOLK. 
Va.  (API  The 
submarine  USS 
lionelish, 
crippled  
by e 
plosions  and a fire that injured
 
22 icii men 
and
 
left
 three 
missing,  
.1` tethered
 to a rescue 
ship today 
asutIicials
 
waited
 for
 toxic 
gases
 
to 
deal
 below 
starting
 salvage
 
efforts.
 
Controversy
 surrounds
 
Liberace's  
vast
 
wealth
 
LAS 
VEGAS, Nev. (API  In 
1963. Liberace
 was hospitalized
 
in 
Pittsburgh  with a 
near -fatal ill-
ness and 
his doctors told 
him to 
put his 
affairs
 in order.
 He did. 
giving 
away
 most of his 
posses-
sions and spending
 thousands of 
dollars 
on gifts for 
friends. 
After
 weeks in 
intensive  care. 
the flashy
 entertainer 
recovered  
and found 
himself  rebuilding 
his  
life, physically
 and financially.
 
Never 
again,
 he vowed. would 
he 
give away his 
wealth at the 
whim
 
of someone  or 
something  
out
 of 
his control. 
But  now, a year after 
his  death, 
Liberace's
 millions are 
the sub-
ject of 
controversy
 again. And a 
hitter court 
battle  he would have 
detested is 
being  waged to deter
-
nine
 who will 
head
 the founda-
tion 
he set up to 
help  aspiring 
young 
artists. 
Liberace's sister, 
Angie. his 
manager
 of 
36
 years and three 
other 
associates  have 
sued 
Los
 
Angeles
 
attorney  
Joel
 
Striae.
 
charging 
he got Liberace to 
sign a 
new 
will  13 days before he died at 
his Palm Springs.
 Calif., hotne. 
The will named 
Strote  as executor 
of the 
estate and head 
of a trust
 
to 
funnel  
money  to 
the 
Liberace  
Foundation 
for the 
Performing
 
Arts,
 
The 100 
pages of 
deathbed
 
documents  
gave Striae
 full 
con-
trol of an estate 
valued
 at 
$20 
mil-
lion. 
Stroh:
 said 
Liberace
 
called  
him 
to 
his  Malibu.
 
Calif.,  
home  
three  
weeks
 before he 
died  on Feb. 5. 
1987. asking that the 
will be 
drawn and that
 longtime 
manager
 
Seymour Heller 
he
 
removed
 from 
any position 
of control. 
The 
suit 
contends  
Striae 
took 
advantage  
of
 Liberace.
 who 
was 
dying  of 
complications
 of 
AIDS.  
It asks 
that Strote
 be 
removed
 as 
executor
 and 
head  of 
the
 trust. 
The
 case has
 gone to 
trial, and
 
Striae  
spent
 seseral
 hours 
on
 the 
witness  
stand  in 
state  
distnet
 
court  last 
week, 
with a 
return  
scheduled
 
Monday.
 He 
testified  
that
 his actions
 have been 
in the 
best
 
interests
 of 1.iherace's 
estate 
and
 
toundation. .ind  that 
his  ac-
tivities
 as a 
limy er 
and 
executor  
of the 
estate are dictated
 by 
liii 
He 
declined 
Thursday
 
toiii
 
ment 
on the legal
 battle. 
New York 
cash  
machine 
helps  spread
 the 
wealth
 
NEW YORK (API Bank error 
in your favor: Collect $20 for every 
$5 you wanted. 
They weren't playing 
Monopoly, 
but 
some Manhattan bank customers 
were 
able to take advantage of just 
such a chance when a cash machine 
went berserk over the weekend. 
If you asked the First Federal Sav-
ings and Loan 
Association
 of Ro-
chester cash 
machine
 for $40 on 
Sunday. you got $160: if you
 asked 
for
 $60, you got 
$240.  Etcetera.
 And 
accounts  were charged
 only for the 
amounts
 
requested.  
A 
line  of eager card holders 
quickly formed at 
the machine when 
customers
 discovered
 
the  
flaw. 
"1 called 
eVervhody  
I knew."
 a 
writer who asked not to be identified 
for fear of prosecution told New 
York Newsday. 
First Federal said 
it 
would  
try
 
to 
track down customers once
 it 
deter-
mined how much was lost and who 
was making is ithdravials while the 
machine 
was
 in the giving mood. 
Bank cash machines in the city
 typ-
ically hold about 
$100,000.  
Elfiabeth Taylor. vice president 
of 
the  New York Cash 
Exchange,
 a 
cash machine network, said such 
malfunctions  are rare. 
Although the cash 
machine  panel 
has a 
telephone
 for reporting emer-
gency
 problems. the response was 
not overwhelming. The branch man-
ager 
reported  
getting  
one  call -
SEAN
 
PENN 
ROBERT  
DUVALL  
aor 
COLORS.
 
 "'COLORS'
 DOES FOR 
THE DINER 
CITY
 COP WHAT 
'PLATOON'
 DID FOR THE 
FOOT  SOLDIER IN 
VIETNAM...DENNIS  
HOPPER
 IS A GD1IUS.. 
Michael Medved, SNEAK PREVIEWS
 
COLORS.
 
 "TWO 
THUMBS  UP!... the fihn 
is
 a REVELATION! 
Gene 
Siskel,
 SISKEL & KURT 
COUDRIS
 "[Hopper's] fusion of sociology and action 
moviemaking
 is URGENT, 
HONORABLE
 and VERY SCARY...
 It isn't pretty, but 
you can't 
keep your eyes off it'.' 
- David 
Arisen,
 NEWSWEEK 
COLORS:
 
****...one
 of the MOST 
GRIPPING
 FOG OF THE TEAR.. 
.diamond -sharp 
performances
 by Robert 
Duvall
 
and Sean 
Penn.." - Isfaruhall
 Fine, 
GANNETT  
NEWSPAPERS
 
COLORS:
 "AN 
ABSOLUTE  
STUNNER!
 
...UNFORGETIABLE
 
THRILUNG, and 
very  REJUISTIC SUPERBLY 
ACTED..."  
!elf rey Lyons
 
SRA'
 PREVIEWS
 CBS RADIO 
COLORS 
A 
ROBERT
 
Ii SOLO 
PRODUCTION  A DENNIS 
HOPPER FILM SEAN 
PENN ROBERT 
DUVALL
 
"COLORS
 " 
MARIA
 CONCHITA ALONSO Co -Producer
 PAUL 
LEWIS
 Music by 
HERBIE 
HANCOCK 
Director
 
of Photography 
HASKELL
 WEXLER. A 
S C Screenplay by MICHAEL  SCHIFFER
 
Story
 by MICHAEL 
SCHIFFER and 
RICHARD  DILELLO 
Produced by 
ROBERT  H SOLO 
ApilmilL., 
Directed  
by
 DENNIS 
HOPPER 
,,J. 
. 
MOH  
NOW PLAYING IN 
SELECTED  
CITIES.
 
STARTS  
FRIDAY
 EVERYWHERE.
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Birds
 
fighting
 to survive after 
oil 
spill 
MARTINEZ
 
(AP)
 
- The Shell 
Oil Co. 
Martinez
 refinery's 
worst 
spill 
in
 73 
years  
left
 
dozens
 of 
birds 
coated 
with  
crude  
oil  
and  
fighting  for 
their 
lives 
in 
the  wildlife
 haven
 of 
the
 
Suisun
 
Bay  
marshland.
 
By 
Monday.
 about
 100 
oiled  
birds  
- 
including
 
egrets,  
avocets,
 cinna-
mon  teals,
 
mallard
 
ducks.  
grebes.  
herons 
and  the 
endangered
 
clapper
 
rail
 bird - 
had 
been
 
rescued
 alive
 
and
 taken 
to centers
 in 
Berkeley  and
 
Walnut  
Creek  for 
cleaning.
 said 
Brian 
Hunter,
 of the 
state 
Depart-
ment 
of Fish 
and 
Game.  
It's 
nesting 
time  in the
 marshes.
 
creating
 another 
wildlife 
hazard  that 
may 
never  be 
counted 
among  the 
victims,  
officials  
said.  
The  birds
 were 
trapped  
after  21.-
000 
gallons  
of
 thick, 
unrefined
 crude 
gushed 
Saturday  
from  
Martinez'
 
Shell 
Refinery  holding
 tank, 
30
 
miles  northeast
 of San 
Francisco.  
The oil 
coats  the birds'
 feathers. 
leaving the 
animals  unable 
to keep 
warm
 
or
 move
 around. 
Also
 threatened
 are 
the  endan-
gered
 salt marsh 
harvest mouse 
and 
typical
 marsh 
creatures,  including 
tortoises,
 muskrats and 
otters. Vol-
unteers in 
the cleanup 
reported a 
dozen dead 
muskrats, several oil -
coated 
turtles
 and a dead heron, 
State officials
 said  Monday they
 
planned to 
"sacrifice"  a section 
of 
Suisun  Bay marshland
 east of Inter-
state 680 
to the bottom
 of 
so-called
 
"Shell 
Marsh"  in order 
to save hun-
dreds
 more
 acres of wetlands. 
"We're 
trying to keep new
 areas 
from 
becoming 
oiled,"  said 
Hunter. 
"We're
 willing to 
try and 
capture
 as 
much oil 
as
 we can in 
20 acres of 
marsh." 
The  spill 
spread
 a slick 
of current -
sloshed 
oil that 
by
 Monday 
morning 
stretched 
10 miles 
from Port 
Costa 
east
 to Ryer
 Island. 
Overflights
 by Coast 
Guard spot-
ter planes, six 
vessels with oil
 skim-
mers
 and 16 
vacuum  tank
-trucks
 
raced to 
capture
 oil to save the
 wet-
land animals 
Coast Guard spokesman 
Ken 
Massey estimated it could take until 
next week
 to clean up the spill. 
Shell Oil said 
it traced the spill to 
a damaged drain on a tank on the 
west side of Interstate 680. 
According to Shell spokesman 
Bill Sharkey, the spill is 
the worst 
the company's Martinez 
refinery  has 
had in 73 years. The last 
spill at the 
850 -acre refinery was in June 
1986 
when a tank overflowed 8.000 gal-
lons of oil.
 
Massey
 said Shell will have to pa) 
for the 
damage,
 including new paint  
for the bottoms of the 
hundreds of 
pleasure boats in the marinas east ol 
the Carquinez Strait
 Bridge. The 
principal
 marinas are 
at Martine/ 
and 
Benicia. 
U.S. 
economy  
grows  for 
first 
quarter
 
WASHINGTON
 
(AP)
 - The 
U.S.
 economy, 
shrugging  off the 
ef-
fects
 of the 
October
 stock 
market  
collapse, 
grew at a 
respectable  
2.3 
percent 
annual  rate in the
 first three 
months
 of 1988,
 the 
government  
said  
Tuesday.
 
The Commerce 
Department,  issu-
ing its 
first  look at overall economic
 
performance
 this year, said the 
in-
crease
 in the 
gross 
national
 product
 
was  
propelled
 
by
 a strong
 
increase  in 
consumer  
spending
 and 
the 
biggest
 
surge
 in 
business  
investment
 in 
more  
than 
four  
years.
 
Classified
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
  
HAIR 
MODELS for 
advanced tech 
class Mondsy.Thursday.Friday
 
RAM Call for 
appl
 279-9694 
NEED MEDICAL 
INSURANCE, We 
have plans with quality 
coverage  
at affordable
 prices Call Mark Ell-
ice. Washington
 Notional !osier.
 
o nce, 
(408)  943-9190
 or
  no obli-
gation quote 
STUOENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll now,
 Save your teeth, eyes 
and money too For Information
 
and brochure see A S office or 
call (406) 3714811 
SUMMER 
MUSIC,  Jan Improv con-
cert band, rock 'n roll. chorus 
San Jose City College.
 268.3785 
or 
288-3717
 
WE DON T 
HAVE THE ANSWERS. but 
that's OK We are
  church corn. 
Inunity
 that values the individual 
search for ones own truth 
The 
FIRST
 UNITARIAN CHURCH of 
San Jose offers often,* services. 
stimulating  discussion.
 8 oppor-
tunities for
 social action We are 
located al 160 N 3rd St Join us 
Sundays
 at 
It 
000r call 
292.3958 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
IS IT TRUE 
you can buy peps for
 $44 
through  the US government,
 
Get the facts today  Call 1.312. 
742-1142..1 8115 
80 
SUZUKI  850 Shaft Xint paint ch 
rome Comes iv 1 4 
sport
 
tail g 
leather bags complete fresh tune 
new plates 5850 C6112774716
 
PC-COM PC-COM PC-COM." IB 
M AT XT 
compefibles 
and  &cow 
* ones Located at 2515 S King 
Road Call 238-1038 Spec. 6% 
oft for SJSU with ID 
FOR 
SALE 
BOOKS-TEXTS -MANUALS in English 
Chino.. Russian"  Boxes of 
new, 
near -new,  and used books 
Arch
 
& structures- design and 
construction Power equipment 
design and operation mechanical
 
engineering texts Power Design 
Engineering
 
review  manusis-civil
 
and electrical English 
tutorial  or 
nonEnglesh Tapes English-Rus. 
S ian Dictionary Chinese arch and 
design books Math and computer 
texts Mosby-Med nursing dic-
tionary (new) Sell as loi 5150 
151200
 value) or by each Wednes-
day Friday only call 
269-3117  
TWIN BED. mattress set, foot board. 
headboard. $250. futon $25. 5 pc 
dinette set $75 dresser 4 
mirror 
$200 Call Dawn at 971.2963
 
MATTRESS SETS' 
NEW,
 TWIN 595 
full 
595 queen
 $145 king
 5188 for 
both pieces Frames
 avail Mtn 
V leiv.
 (415) 
988-1346
 
THE BREAD 8 
ROSES 
BOOKSHOP  is 
a
 
unique bookstore. 
specializing  
In books on history current 
events labor Black 
American..  
Chicanos
 Asian -Americans 
women  Marxism Written 
by
 
Blacks Chicanos 
Asians.  labor 
activists
 Marxists We also have 
in English Sooel texts in 
the 
so-
cial
 sciences
 You won
 I 
find 
our 
books posters
 and records 
in 
other 
stores
 In the valley In 
addl. 
Inc
 we have ficuon
 and chll 
Oren 
 books
 
Located  at 950 S 
First St 
San  Jose 
(3 
biles  south of 
.2801 Call
 294.2930 for hours 
1967 KAWASK1
 JET SKI, red. spur 20 
los like new Gulch turn steering,
 
$2750  
firm 292.2841 John 
HELP 
WANTED  
ADVERTISING
 OR BUSINESS 
MA. 
JOBSneeded  to 
pursue
 advert*. 
log accounts No experience is 
necessary but you 
most
 
be
 very 
professlonel Very high 
commis 
alone 
C011964-6235 
BANKING
 
P TIME SENIOR CUSTOMER 
SERVICE
 
REP  
(New 
accounts)
 
SAN
 JOSE 
This 
position covers our 11 
15
 Ala 
through 5 30 PM 
Monday through 
Friday
 
schedule,  and 
requires
 I 
year 
new occmints 
or banking ex 
perlence and
 excellent 
customer
 
service skills 
We
 offer $900 per 
hour
 plus commission. 
INCEN-
TIVE BONUS and
 WEEKENDS 
OFT"' 
Pe..  
call  Rhino Briceno 
Of
 Kathy Down. 
from 
1030
 to 
230 PM. at 
2E160567 FOE
-SAN 
FRANCISCO  
FEDERAL
 SAVINGS 
& 
LOAN
 
ASSOCIATION
 
CAN YOU
 
COMMUNICATE
 
EFFECT'.  
VELY?  Are you obis 
to be at your 
very best 
when spooking
 to 
strangers? 
Learn  these skills 
and 
earn
 
8 
at the 'am. 
time Call I 
5PM 
daily  at 974 1129 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY  with 
3rd  
largest  
Insurance company 
We
 
need reliable
 stable 
people  inter 
.1. in 
owning  thelr own 
Wei  
noes 
We
 provide  
sales  & man 
apemen,
 training 4  guaftinte.
 
Income
 when quoldied
 Call Devkl 
Lefler or 
Dick Adams 
at 
371-
4663
 
COUNSELORS.
 Group home 
for autis-
tic 
children  
Varied  hours
 and 
shifts  Greet
 Exp for
 psych & 
fo-
isted 
sin service 
student 
Call
 M-
T.
 45 51377.1494
 
DRIVERS
 THIS
 IS THE 
perfect
 
sum. 
met
 lob, We 
have day & 
evening,  
positions 
available  if 
you  know 
your  way around
 the Volley. 
then 
this Is the
 lob for 
you All 
you 
n.0)5
 your own
 car & 
Insurance
 
The 
hours  
are  good, but
 the
 
Pay&
 
bonuses are 
even better We also 
have openings for Saturdays
 Call 
288-6834 for
 an Interview 
EXCELLENT
 CASH MONEY Assem-
ble
 Products 
at
 Home Jewelry. 
Toys,  
Electronics.  More, FT & 
PT
 
Available.  
1-518-459-3535.
 act 
840424 HRS 
155SFOODSERVERS. COOKS  
HOST. 
ESS CASHIERS
 and busboys 
Marls 
Callen.* Is 
always 
looking
 
Or new. 
enthusiastic 
workers to min our learn 
Apply at 
2831 Meridian
 
Ave.
 or call 265-
7130 
for appointment
 
FOREIGN
 STUDENTS AND 
SCHOL 
SOS" 1.1 
businesses  and Inves-
tors 
seek foreign nationals with 
terse  hand knowledge
 of eco-
nomic.
 business, scientific  
and 
political condition, In 
horn.  
coun-
try
 for consulting assistance
 For 
Into
 
send resume to BCS 
Intl 
700 SI 
Marys PI , Suite 1400. 
San 
Antonio,
 Tx,  
78205 Of call 
(8OO)
 
628-2828.  Eat
 856 
FOREIGN STUDENTS 
AND SCHOL 
ABS!' 
Intl
 businesses and *ra-
ters seek 
foreign  nationals with 
first 
hand knoweedge
 of eco-
nomic.
 
business
 sclentific.  
and 
political conditions In home
 coun-
try for
 consulting assistance For 
info. send
 resume
 to BCS 
intl. 
700 
St Mary. Pi Suite 1400. San 
Antonio.
 
To 78205
 of call (800) 
642-5254 
HEAD 
COUNSELOR  Upward Bound
 
Program.
 June 
20-Augusta.
 
24 hr 
residenteal  program SJSU dorms 
Supervise 10 
staff & 75 high 
school students $180041M 
! 
room & board 8 A 
! 1 yr .perri. 
ence
 
Deadline June  15111,
 
WIC 
219 
924-2567  
LANDSCAPING WRK 2.3 
days wk 
Flex 
hrs 575 per day plus gas 
Must
 be clean 
cut very 
depend. 
B OW have own truck hitch Call 
Paul  (415) 964-2965 or 226-0581 
LIFEGUARDS
 Seasonal & year round 
positions available now Salary 
Lefeguards. 55 5456 40 hr Pool 
managers 
57 00-58 60 hr 
Call 
942-2470 
Lifeguard* & Swim Instructors Sum-
mer 
*1.4011
 time & port time Al-
maden Oaks 56-5750 hr 
Call 
Gretchen Crowley al 2664658 
WAITRESS
 NEEDED for 
LUNCH 
I I - 
MM.  Ilobu s Jew.. Restrn1 
4th 
8 Jackson 
Call 287-5944 
MANAGE YOUR OWN campus deliv-
ery 
business  for the New York 
Time.
 Groat pay fleible hours 
Compel/41s
 with your schedule  
Call Anne  Stack at
 1-800431. 
2500 tor 
interview 
PARTTIME CHILDCARE POSMONS 
available immediately 55-58
 hr 
Northern
 
Centocor&
 
Nannies, (415)
 
949-2933 
PART-TIME,
 
FULL TIME JOBS 
avail-
able! 
Never  
aloe
 Call BEST
 Tem-
pormy Services 
984-1340 for de-
tails 
Typists. secretor*o.  
receptionists, 
laborers file 
clerks 
RFD EYE
 is looking for 
assistant
 man-
agers full 
time & part time in our 
local  stores 
Well
 work
 around 
school schedules  
but multi have 2 
mornings
  week 
opening
 ay. 
ability. 
non-smokers
 interested 
caN
 
at 
446-5636
 
RESIDENTIAL
 ASSISTANT
 Upward 
Bound Program 
June 20 -August
 
4 24 hr 
reoldentlal progrent 
SJSU
 
dorms 
Supervise
 10-17 
high
 
school 
students  51550
-flat  
room
 
A board  
3rd year college 
1 yr .perience 
Deadline  June 
15th, WIC 219- call 924-2567 
SALES PT VT financial
 services E 
opportunity Send 
resume
 
IC PO Box 53347, 
J 95153 
SCHOOL IS 
almost  out and summer 
is 
almost lore Now 
Is the time to 
find the perfect 
summer 
lob 
You re 
gonna  need money to 
reach
 the beech.
 
5 
we are your 
source If 
you can talk, we have 
 
posnlon for 
you We offer great 
pay 
very flexible 
FT PT sched-
ules good 
bonuses and 
an en-
e
rgefic
 working 
environment  
For-
get all of 
your past 
teiernarlieling  
..fiences  
We
 have  
program 
lost 
everyone 
empathize.  
with  
Come pan 
us end 
make
 
same
 
good
 money 
while 
helping
 to 
mains the
 
WHEELCHAIR
 OS 
TM-
PICS pass 
BC for 
immediate 
cons 
iderellon..11 
us
 at 284E638 
SECURI'
 Y 
OFFICERS  
PROCESS
 
SERVERS"
 FT PT 
NecurIty  offt 
cers- 
all shifts 
FT PT 
evening  
procese 
borers  
We
 will 
train  
Apply in person Mon -Fri 
RAM. 
4PM 
260 Merkel. Ave
 S J .289-
5880 
SECURITY RECEPTION
 all shifts ft pt 
55-54 hr to start Full benefits, no 
experience
 needed Apply VAN-
GUARD SECURITY. 
3212  Scott 
Blvd between 
Clic.  8 San To-
mas  Santa
 Clara Call 727-9793
 
SHIPPING
 RECEIVING CLERK open-
ing at Varian Imps Tube 01015100
 
Requires 2 yrs .psrlence in 
stores ship roc 
or
 aqui,' plus 
ability
 to lift 
5016,..
 fork lift certifi-
cate and 
California  Oliver. 
canna Muse be US citizen Call 
415-493-1800. eat 445 
SUMMER'. 
PLAY
 DURING the day 8 
work evenings Flexible lob that 
pays 55-510 per hour 
Sign  up for 
different shifts every week
 Close 
to campus,  must entoy people! 
Call 924-1129 M-Th 
TEACHER ASST 30 
hr wk Work w 
children 
with developmental & 
be-
havioral problems 
Community 
Life 
training  great sup tor 
special
 
ad psych 
& ot students Opptys 
tor 
promo1e.  Call 374-9050 
TEACHERS
 PRESCHOOL'
 
Extended
 
day 12-6 PM daily 
Must have ECE 
units,  good pay benefits Cell 
TODAY
 
723-9360
 
TELEMARKETING. 
Appointment  set-
ting  Part time. 5200 WK 
POSSI  
BLE, DAILY CASH Walking 
dls 
tanna 
from
 campus Afternoon & 
e
vening
 shifts vallobN
 Good 
voice & persorulity 
Call  Jerry
 at
 
998-4526 
THE
 STUDENT UNION INFORMATION 
CENTER and 
Musk
 Listening 
Room are now 
.0..9  owlets-
tIons Work
 Study only Contact 
the Student Union Director s Of -
TIE 
UP
 THOSE loose ends' Earn 
extra 
$S as inventory counters. kit pull-
ers. or stock clerks on short term
 
assignments
 NOWE Call us at 
Tailored  inventory 749-0240 Mon-
day 
through 
Friday 
TRAINING SPECIALIST
 Direct care 
staff needed
 or
 residential facile -
ties for adolescents and young 
adults with autism & related dine -
Willies FT PT positions
 available 
early weekday 
mornings,  at. 
*moon., weekends. & overnight 
 hilts 56-57 25110 Call for sppli-
ceitions 8 
information  3744224 
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE 
DIVISION has 
full time
 openings for .1omaled 
VAC EOPMT OPRS
 on swing 
shift graveyard
 
8 
weekend shift 
(F S.S.M) 9AM
 to 7 30 
PM)
 
PhYs  
Ics
 
electronk or mechanical 
orientation and
 U S citizen re-
quired 
Call
 415-493-i800. met 
415
 
WE RE BUSY AND WE 'd 
like to keep 
you busy too' We need your ex 
cellent phone skill., typing skills 
of 55 wpm 
and
 Macintosh word 
Prftfleseelng"
 
(or
 
the 
desire to 
learn) Ad* offers the boat booat 
fits higher pay cash 
bonuses 
.10 holidays and more Call u' 
(415) 641-7100 . Mtn View
 
EOE NO FEE 
P140TOTO LAB TECH 
FT
 dependable bask math 
Good communication skills 
Photo 4,xp  plus not required 
Contact Market 298-2255 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM. I BATH" 
Carport,  walk to campus.  no pets. 
1,595 rno Call 224.3838296-9840
 
Lk... agent 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1 bedroom, 1 
bath. off 'Keel perking. 5475 Call 
224-3939 296-8840. licensed 
49"1   
FOR RENT
 FRATERNITY
 or SOROR-
ITY Bldg located across from 
SJSU on E San Fernando,  very 
commodius ince full basement 
kitchen. etc Call 866-0646
 at
 
ternoon & eves 
NEW CONDO TO SHARP." 
FEMALE
 
close to San Jose State Unlver 
ally. 5375 mOnth plus
 
I 
7 utilities 
Coil 2594071 after  6 PM 
TWO  LARGE ROOMS FOR RENT 
5300 month
 
each, ufilfiles loci 
9150 
deposit  155 S 
12th SI 
available May 
1,1041556 tel
 Mr B 
3 BOOM, 
2 BTH 2 BD. 28TH APT 
swan 5-1-88, 2 blk fon SJSU 50% 
off this summer Call 2042330 
2 BORN apt for rent or campus
 
5550 no secure* denoted Car-
port, walk to campus. 279-8075 
LOST 
AND  FOUND 
LOST"
 
BUNDLE OF KEYS loaves of 
Chapel
 & Fountain REWARD"
 
Return to Lock Shop or Polka 
PERSONALS
 
BUILDING SELF-CONFIDENCE sup 
port group 
Thursday evenings, II 
coos. theralinst 255- 
7211 
DRACULA!! HERES 
olefin*  you FS 
KINGS and 
BUTTERFLIES, 
SQUEAKY
 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!!!' 
UN-
WANTED HAIR
 removed forever 
Confidential 335 S 
Elaywood  
Avii San Jose call 247-7486 
for 
appointment 
HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY  ROBERT A 
OUIRK. Please
 give Robert  spe-
cial birthday greeting. April 28th  
KARE BARE,  HAPPY 2101 BIRTHDAY 
In
 my buddy and Big Sis Love 
TEENIE!! APRIL 27th." 
SERVICES
 
BACKACHE???
 FREE treatment 
as
 
part of  research 
progict if you 
have had low
 back pain for mom 
than 6 months and
 are 20-55 
years
 old,  please call Palmer
 Col-
lege  of 
Chiropractic
-West 
at (408) 
244-8907.  extension 401 
BARE 
IT ALL, Stop shaving, wetting, 
tweezing or using
 chemical dep. 
lodes Let me 
permanently  re-
move your 
unwanted hair ichin. 
bikini tummy
 moustache.
 etc) 
15% discount to students
 and lac -
kitty Call 
before May 31 1988 and 
get your Tirol appt et 
1 2 price 
Unwanted 
Hair Disappears With 
My Care Gwen Chador.
 R E, 
559-3500. 1645 5 Bascom, C.
 
'Halr Today Gone 
Tomorrow  
ELECTROLYSIS, Professional 
HAIR 
removal,
 the only 
permanent  
method Ask about 
the special 
discount for Spring Coon:aim.,
 
tory conwinalon by eppointment 
Call 296-0931,,
 
ENGINEERING 
STUDENTS,
 LOOKING 
FOR A JOB'? Esoft
 is offering  
CALJOB 
to sagest tobseekers 
CALJOB includes (I) Hating of 
700 
engineering firms 
(with ad-
dresses. contacts, 
telephone  
numbers,  disciplines and firm
 
sizes) ell) 300 
! Doting for 
Public
 
Utilities (Coltrane
 Water Districts. 
and 
PG&E( and Personnel 
Offices
 
Of
 motor California cite. CAL. 
JOB
 also includes (I detailed re-
view 
of
 dress 
codes,
 
Oft  infOrms-
tion 
about  EIT & PE. (0)9,10. tor 
producing  good 
resumes
 and 
cover letters
 
(samples
 included). 
and
 
101  simple but legal proce-
dure to assist foreign
 tudent
 in
 
changing
 visas Send $2295 
to 
ESOFT 333 
Megmberger  Road. 
State 206 Oakland Cs 94621 tor 
5.14
 disk or call 415 
834.3781  
What users say about CALJOB  
'A must for any 
CE 
looking 
for 
work in Ca 
if you 
are
 
 graduat-
ing 
foreign
 student. save 
$S
 
in 
at-
torney s fees Do It this or the 
more expensive way Will ship 
with* 24hr5 53 oft 
with this ad 
EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
 
Freme
 and lenses from
 
$37. Dr 
Christopher 
Cabo,* 00 Quality 
and fast service at xtrernely low 
price Complete 
eye  eiarn includ 
log 
glaucoma check 
complete  
contact lenn
 service for family 
Fashion frames and 
sunglasses 
by the leading designers Supe 
thin Nos.* for high power R. 
Open 7 
days a week Insurance 
and lieledicel ore 
warmly wel 
corned SJSU sludents & stall al-
ways have 1.. oft 
Call
 for appt 
now"
 405 E Santa Clara St at 
9th. call 995-0468 We 
spook Viet-
nem...
 Spanish A 
Chinese  
LEARN HOW TO 
EARN MONEY My 
assistance mskes 
Needy  income 
possible Easy method starts you 
earring 
quickly For Informative 
appoentment, phone 
14151 862-
1020 
Bloom
 
County
 
Dumbar 
Pig  
Skibblefritz 
Laugh
 
Lines  
Berke Breathed 
MAO rle C.X177C5 
174f1-17#411<11/6 
17011.- SOW7M 744V 
1Fe 
CMPPIITE5, 
1110 GAIVITY'S 
/A/ 
Ifib 
Mae
 II 
Angelo  Lopez and 
Alex Sheikman
 
DON'T
 
WORP`1."  
D(JMBAR
 
NO
 
MACHINE
 CAN 
EVER
 REPLACE 
SURE:
 WHDD 
MAKE
 A 
MACHINE
 
THAT
 
DOES
 
NOTHING'
 
Michael Sherman 
Wanda
 
Folk
 
PREPARATON
 RN 
119- 1468 
POST- 
NOT 
TREATED
 
KINDLY-
 
KINDERGARTEN
 
actiENUAENT
 
1 1 5 1 ' 7
 
iNTERRUPTIONS  
GRIND Ota-, 
P/.1 
Y . 
SO WHAT 7'7
 NOW PO you 
EXPECT TO COMPETE
 
WITH
 THE 
JAPANESE
 WHEN N:u 
NEARER 
YOUR MOW WITH 
SUCH TIOFL(sT 
 
I I NA0
 TO 
GO
 TO THE 
POTTY
 
NM 
1-044E 
\ 
mow. THEN - LET US 
PROCEED
 1 
Klinl
 TODAY'S  
DRILL
 
Feimide,
 
cAN you osztp&Guism
 peruLEst 
PRESENT TEfilSe AAP
 
PAST 
TEnbe , 
C-
 P 
3. \ 
4 T 
 'If 
,t,... 
MKS 
OUTOUSTER
 
I 
WfTA CD 
To 
THE  
POTTV
 
\Al 
04011 
'\./ 
4 
a 
,.. 
.0 
,, 
1... 
rte. 
/5/13\
 \
 
.  
, \ 
\ 4, 
Classified  
MATH-PHONE Math problems 
solved, tutoring by phone at any 
level  Sesslons 1 4 to 1 hour Call 
(415)796-6497
 
NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL or In con-
solldste
 high interest credo 
cards, Let Washington Square 
Federal
 Credil Union help with an 
unsecured loan at 13 95% se-
cured loans and cds  also avail-
able Call 
841.127301
 drop by the 
office at 8150 San SsIvador 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES' Let me 
capture your wedding memories 
wfth quality photos tor less. Bud-
get and deluxe packages
 from 
$299 You keep the negatives Call 
Cher*  at 274-8099 
PROFESSIONAL
 DISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree 
Michel  
formerly  of KSJS 
You've got the party
 
we've
 got 
the music' Michel Productions 
provides a wide 
variety
 Of
 mualc 
for your
 wedding, party of dance 
at reasonable 
rates  Call Desiree 
or 
Phil
 
at 249-2820 or 922-7359 
WRETING 
RESEARCH  SERVICES 
Aced.ic
 the** assislance 
Ghostwriting
 All
 subsocts Otral 
Med writers Resumes Re-wrIt 
log 
Catolog 
Berkeley  
(415) 
841  
5036
 
YOUR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED 
by  professional
 high quality 
budget price free information 
Call 371.7887
 ask
 for
 SJSU dis-
count  
TYPING 
AAAAAA  HH, YOU 
FINALLY
 FOUND It. 
an lexperleoced. 
&nodal*, pro-
feelonal  typist' At 
90 words  
minute. 
loan make all your 
pawns  
look
 and BE 
their  best in no 
time  
ei
 all' Hrly rates Student
 dis-
count 1,4
 & delivery 
Avail 
wknds  and 
evenings
 Call 
Linda
 
280-5161
 
AAAAACCURACY
 
ACHIEVEMENT
 
ACCOUNTABILITY
 ACKNOWi
 
EDGE
 
ABLE
 
Ir, 
type.
 nOt.,
 
Trust  TONY 
29621187  
Thanks 
$1
 
Sc
 Per P.. 
rsoubie
 
spaced 
Available
 seven 
days 
weekly
 
Quick turnaround
 All work goal -
ante. 
Thanks 
A A-1 
SECRETARY 
with 
computer
 
Close to school Available 
night 
and day Rush lobs
 are my speci-
ality Call Pam 
at 
(408)  225-
5025 225-9009 
ABSOLUTELY
 ACCURATE
 ACCOM-
PLISHED  Typist
 Specializing 
in 
all 
academic
 typing. InCluding 
APA 
format,
 term 
papers,  
theses.
 
resumes 8 
cover *tiers 
I look 
forward 
to serving your
 typing 
needs thls 
leinneridef  Hrty rates
 
8 
30
  rn - 5 00 p m 
Jane 251. 
5942 
ABSTRACT
 WE RE NOT -letter 
quality 
accuracy 
guaranteed
 
Academic 
typing our
 speciality Free
 woo-
fing 
disk
 
storage
 Reasonable
 
Ware
 fast dependable grammor
 
vdse
 college 
grads So 
call
 us 
aIlS paper.
 reports.
 Moon 
(oe-
peclaily science)
 etc at 
2514449
 
ACADEMIC  
TYPING  WORD
 PROCE-
RESSING
 
Thesis  
work
  spe-
cialty  Experience
 counts'
 Group 
paper welcome Standard
 A MI-
crocassolle  
lienCrIplIon
 Free 
disk 
storage
 and goner.. 
STU-
DENT
 DISCOUNT 17 
years expe-
rience
 
Call Chrystal et 
923-8461
 
APA 
FORMAT  term 
p.per,
 theel
 wee -
corned 
10
 years typing 
word pro-
cessing esperlence
 Letter 
quality
 
printing 
Very 
competitive  
rates 
Students  recto**  
discount  with 
ID 
Access Data
-2814962  psi to,
 
Tare.
 
CALL  LINDA 
TODAY. 
Avoid  the fuShi
 
Reserve now for
 your term pa-
pers. group
 protect,.
 theses. etc
 
Prof.aloreal
 
word  
processing,
 
free disk **liege
 °trick 
return.
 INN 
work 
guaranteed  
Cass.e  nen-
scription
 
available
 
Almaden
-
Brenham
 area  7 
days
 wee* 
Cali
 
264-4504
 
DO 
YOURSELF  A FAVOR' Take ad-
vantage
 of our experti. Top 
sec. 
retell& Nov** tor all your WORD
 
...sing needs Cerphice,  let-
ters manuscripts
 reports, re-
slime..  
llinft
 
PePers.
 theses We 
provkle 
disk storage
 editing, 
grammar 
and spell checking. 
PS Laser printing,  or printing 
from
 your
 disk Special it:6count 
for 
faculty and students 
Call 
PrInty's 
WORDWORKS
 rt 14081
 
253.WOLIID or 253-WORK 
ENTERPRISE
 WORD PROCESSING
 
Thetas
 
epeclailets  Also term pa-
pers
 manuscripts. screenplays,  
resumes.
 repettlive 
letters
 uan 
scriplion  Free SPELCHEK copy 
edit, dl. storage
 
Quick turn-
around 
Santa Clara Call 24E-
5825 
EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING 
Term paper. $I 75 p
 dbl 
sp and 
proofed
 Small business
 letters 
mailing Hem fryers renosletters 
inatructor 
prop.* welcome 
GualIty  woven.. On 
camps  
pickup delivery 
Call (408) 274. 
3664 (leave message)
  
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
 for your 
...Mc,  
butane.  legal word 
processing needs Term 
papers.
 
reports 
resumes  loiters group 
propects manuals
 themes.
 etc
 
All  
academic formats A SPA Free 
diek slorage
 SPELCHEK. punc. 
tuetlon grammar insistence 
All 
work 
guaranteed  For that pron.. 
&ions'. quick & 
dependable
 voory 
free
 
service
 at its bast with 
AF 
FORDABLE RATES 
call  PAM at 
247-2611 (Sento Clara) 
STUDENT
 
& FACULTY 
DISCOUNTS'  
0000 
TYPIST?,
 Rossi:amble rates 
Call Eve at 2514285 
or 272.5033  
WHI  peck -up and deliver 
ASERJFT OUTPUT
 'leers of mere 
snot, ervIng 
SJSU faculty and 
students Ail work guaranteed  
Specializing In word perfect and 
word Call PJ
 
at 923
 2309 
LUCID EDITORIAL 
SERVICE Typing 
writing assistance
 editing typing 
Of 
report  theses 
etc  Leger 
printer  Affordable 
accurate de-
pendable Only 
12
 meowes from 
campus PIcirup available Sally el 
251-4665 
PROFESSIONAL WORD 
PRO-
CESSING" 12 years secretariai 
experience No lob too 
large or 
too 
smell Rate Student 
512
 50 hr Reg $18
 00 hr Hours 
8 30-5
 PM oflernoon hours by 
appointment! Call Anna
 
at
 972-
4992 
RESUMES   TYPING MUTING Bay 
area.
 et awoke 40 
years  cr.-
nonce Career 
Consultations 
Seminars All 
lob
 
ere. Career 
Center 243-4070 
SUCCESS ENTERPR1SE'"  
Profes
 
sional typIng
 &
 
business
 deify 
Ice* Fast. reasoriable & near the 
unlversity Call 292-4047
 
TERM 
PAPERS
 By 
MAIL"
 We take 
Your
 
draft  sit 6 type 
you party & 
get down Laser output A spell 
proofed Call Dinar Pubs 
el 945-
3641 977.7999 beeper 
TYPING.' 
REASONABLE RATES" 
Call PATTI et 
14061 246-5633 
Santa Clara ants 
TYPING Term papers these. Re-
sums* and rush lobs are my 
ape -
clone. Turn your tiondwritten 
dr. Into polished stork Biblio-
graphies
 footnotes a snap on my 
word processor Special student 
rates Phone 
292-0693  Ile.. 
message)  
WORDPROCESSING  REPORTS
 kit 
We. 
resume*
 manUaCripis. lewd 
EdttIng available ife. two do 
greets 
Reasonable***  Cell 57/-
1329 
WORD 
PROCESSING, 
CAMBRIAN
 
AREA. 15 yrs 
experience  Cheep 
and  fast' 51 25 per page double 
spaced 
51 75 per  page Ong* 
pace 
Cell  879-9254  
Ad Rates 
Minimum three fines
 on one day 
One 
Day 
3 I 'MS
 $355
 
4 I ones $4 35 
5 t nes 
$515
 
6 t ones $5 
95 
Two 
Three 
Days Days 
$435 
$4
 
75
 
$515
 
$555 
$600 
$635 
$660 
$715
 
F ach Additional
 
tine Add $ 80 
Four  
Days 
$500 
$500 
$660 
$7 40 
Five
 
Days 
$5 JO 
$600
 
$680
 
$7 60 
Each
 
Extra 
Day 
$90
 
$I
 05 
$1 ?0 
i 35 
Semester 
Rates  (All 
Issues)
 
5 9 l net. $46 00  
10 
14lineS$63
 00 
15 Plus
 Lines $8000
 
Phone: 924-3277  
Circle a CLassikation: 
AnnotiMernerlts  
Automotive
 
Computers
 
For
 Sale 
Help Wanted 
Housing  
Lost and Found 
Personals
 
Services 
Stereo 
Travel 
Typing 
Print 
Your  Ad 
Here 
(Count
 
approxlmerely
 30 
IOM'S  
and spaces 
tor 
each
 
hnel
 
I 1 
I I I 1 1_ 
1 1 
1_1_1_  
1  
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 _1 
1  
_r_j_
 LI  
1 1 
1 1 1 
I 
1 1  1  
1 1 1 1 1
 
I 
1 
1 1  
111111111
 
1 1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
1111111111
 
(11111_1111111111111111111111111
  
Ptell Name 
Address   
City & 
State
 
Enclosedis  
$ 
Iip  
L 
on,  
SINS
 
DIEM
 
NOWT
 
ORDEN
 
OM 
CAM 
TO 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS
 
San  
Jose  
State
 
University
 
San 
Jose.
 
Celitomis
 
95192  
Doi 
laraNd 010.114 
DOM 
 
Deadens
 Iwo days
 pnot to 
pubbctoon  
 Consec 
uttve  
publication
 dates only 
 No 
tritunds on 
cancelled
 ads 
--1 
.o 
Page 
Wednesday,  April 
27,  
1988/Spartan 
Daily  
Motor
 
mouth  
Ron Green
  Daily staff 
photographer  
( 
IN
 it 
ciiLtiocuring
 
iii, jOr 
Ken
 Staats catches some 
rays on his bike while 
talking to 
Johanna
 Prokimakis
 
Alpha: 
Tradition
 
reigns  
ow pace
 I 
physi,..11  ;those It's making an indi-
idual 
do :my thing 
against
 his 
still
 
"Vie don't try to humiliate 
our 
pledges. 
And  making them 
do those 
things
 Ill 
j,11/111,
 stit 
iOu.
 Naintria 
said.
 
But Lewis contends. "We leave it 
up 
to them. My pledge class didn't 
come out there 
at all tin front of the 
Student 
Union)."
 
Alpha 
Phi  Alpha members Arno 
that it's tougher to 
get into 
a black 
fraternity than 
a traditional 
one but, 
 'once
 you're 
an
 Alpha, 
you're  al-
ways 
an Alpha... 
Lewis said. 
He 
added. 
"Unlike  them 
(tradi-
tional 
fraternities).  
it's a 
lifetime  
commitment.
 

 
You don't
 think about
 the pledg-
ing.
 it's what 
happens 
afterwards."  
Leii is said 
Judge's 
ruling
 affects
 oil  industry 
LOS ANGELES AP)  A fed-
eral 
judge.  ruling 
local
 
ordinances
 
did 
not 
v ii iI.ite 
federal 
controls,
 has
 
throv,n out
 If 
of 13 oil industry 
claims against California cities and 
counties  attempting to 
control
 off-
shore  drilling. 
In a decision made public Mon-
day. U.S. District
 
Judge  
Consuelo
 
B. Marshall ruled that in 10 cases
 the 
local 
ordinances
 did not challenge 
federal
 supremacy as the oil industry. 
had 
claimed.  
The judge did 
say
 
it was possible
 
that ordinances 
in San Diego. 
Oceanside and 
San Diego County 
might violate the commerce clause 
of the Constitution. But she ruled 
that further examination 
of
 the evi-
dence
 a ould 
he 
necessary
 before
 a 
decision
 
in 
those  cases  could 
he 
made. 
The Western Oil 
and  Gas 
Associa-
tion and 
National
 
Ocean  
Industries
 
Association filed suit last August 
against
 the counties 
ot San 
Diego.  
Sonoma. San Mateo.
 Monterey.
 
San 
Luis 
Obispo.  
Santa Cniz,  
the  city 
and 
county
 ot San
 
Francisco
 (a )ii Ii 
`. . . The ordinances are not true obstacles 
to the accomplishment of the federal 
purpose.' 
operates as tine government entity 
and the cities of 
Monterey, Morro 
Bay . 
Oceanside.  San Diego. San 
Luis Obispo and Santa Cmz. 
Western
 Oil spokesman
 Robert 
Getts said he 
didn't
 know if the two 
,issociations 
would appeal the deci-
sion.
 
Western
 Oil 
contended  in the suit 
that the local
 ordinances would 
'create a 
wall from the Mexican 
border
 to the Oregon state line 
blocking 
development  of oil in 
the 
outer  continental 
shelf.'
 DeYel-
opment
 would be hindered by seYere 
restrictions on onshore support fa-
cilities such 
as 
pipelines  
and 
pro-
i.essing  
plants,  
according
 to the 
suit. 
 Consuelo 
B.
 Marshall, 
U.S. district judge 
't111111  
examination
 
of
 the com-
plaint, there is no allegation of im-
possibility
 to the continuance of off-
shore 
drilling,
 0111) additional  
expense
 and inconvenience. There-
fore. the ordinances are not true 
obstacles
 
to 
the 
accomplishment  of 
the federal purpose." Ms. Marshall 
wrote.  
1.3 implication,  the judge has 
recognized the local
 governments 
have good reason
 to be concerned 
about the impacts and effects 
onshore 
facilities  can have on 
the 
quality'  of their 
environments...
 
said 
Johanna  Wald.  
attorney
 for 
the  San 
Francisco
-based
 Natural 
Resources
 
Defense Council. 
100W:  Students' 
fees  go for supplies
 
Frill?,  pa
 ge 
be admitted to the class SJSU de-
signed
 the
 
policy to screen
 students
 
who 
can't  yet handle  
111094"s
 
cour-
se 
load
 . 
Most of the $25 test tee 
goes  
to 
pay for "a test hook and answer 
sheet." Southern said. 
Each test 
consists  ot
 
a 
multiple  
choice and essay
 section,  she ex-
plained. 
Following Hay ward State's 
example. SJSU 
bought the multiple 
choice  section  from the 
Educational  
Testing
 Seri ice, a national 
com-
pany. 
Rushing to obtain the
 exam. SJSU 
tinned
 
Hayward's  
contract with 
EIS. Southern 
said.  The contract 
calls for a 514 fee per test. 
She said SJSU will eventually
 ne-
gotiate
 
with  ETS to reduce
 the fee 
to
 
ID.
 
"If we can do 
that . . we're 
going 
to have an 
immediate  tee 
drop."
 she added. 
Southern
 said the rest of the 
$25 
fee covers essay 
reading,  test 
admin-
istratton
 and materials,
 clerical 
help.  
a trust fund to hold 
the money,  and 
postage
 tan ETS 
compbter  
grades  
the
 test in another city 
). A fee waiver 
fund,
 designed to aid 
students  
who  
can't  afford the exam. receives
 20 
cents out of each
 fee payment. 
Like the WST. the 
Entry  Level 
Math exam and English Placement 
Test serve
 as placement tools. 
Southern 
said. And  though the 
tests 
have expenses 
similar  to the pre-test, 
the ELN1 costs $9 
while  the EFT is 
free. 
 For the
 
(two tests). the 
stale 
sup-
ports a 
good
 
deal
 of the 
cost." she 
explained. 
Because
 the
 California
 State t ii 
versity
 sy 
stem administers 
the 
exams
 
statevittle.
 it also
 helps
 
fund them
 
As part ot
 
a policy  unique
 to 
&1St  
the 
100W
 
pretest
 doesn't
 receive 
CM" binds 
yom 3 -Ca'
 atzma' ut 
lsr ad 
is 
'Independence  
1i)uij  
Wednesday,  April 27th 
11:00 AM 
- 
2:110
 PM 
Hillel invites 
you
 to 
an 
ISRAEL
 
FAIR!  
Balloons ! 
SUNFLOWER SEEDS 
! 
INFORMATION ON ISRAEL PROGRAMS! 
12:00 - 
1:00
 PM 
- Sara Shendelman, popular Bay 
Area  perforincr 
will sing Israeli songs.
 
STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATRE 
Day: 
Awareness of the 
disabled
 
grows  
/- / 
were 
occupying the audience
 in the 
amphitheater, 
historian
 Paul Long-
inore spoke to 
students
 in the Stu-
dent 
Union Umunhum Room about
 
the history of disability and the new 
active role the disabled 
people are 
taking in modern 
society.  
Longmore, who suffered from
 
polio, explained how in the 18th 
century people believed that
 a person 
who had a disability
 was either being 
punished  or was being purified for 
some special mission. 
Longmore joked about his experi-
ences concerning reaction to his dis-
ability. 
"I've had people come up to me 
and say 'God. iii were you I'd kill 
myself.' So I'd say to them 'If I were 
you. I would. too,' " he said. 
After the talk, 
Longmore
 said he 
is 
seeing
 a 
change  
in people's atti-
tudes toward the
 disabled partly 
through 
increased
 awareness of 
events 
like  Disability Awareness 
Day. 
"When
 I was
 growing up I was 
'The
 day 
went  
excellent.
 
There
 
were  
more
 
disabled
 
people  
turning
 
out
 
than
 
ever
 
before.'
 
John
 
Moore,
 
DSA
 
president
 
the only person I saw 
with a disabil-
ity, but now it 
is common to see 
many people in 
mainstream
 society 
through 
events  and organizations
 
like this," he said. 
Interpreter Jo Linda Powell,
 it 
staff member at the Disabled Student
 
Association,  
who  helped at nearly all 
the events by 
signing for the hearing 
impaired. felt
 the event was success-
ful,  
but  diffii ult. 
"The event went really 
well
 but 
we didn't have a chance
 to rehearse 
the songs
 
with 
Hudson)  and it's 
hard to sign when 
you  don't know 
the songs," she said. 
"Your 
hands get tired." she 
added. 
The 
day 
's events were 
concluded
 
by an 
awards
 
cermony
 
by
 the 
Dis-
abled 
Student
 
Services  
Association.  
Moore.
 who 
received
 an 
award  
for
 
Outstanding
 
Disabled  
Student,
 was 
pleased  
with 
the  
turnout
 but
 com-
mented 
about
 ways
 to 
improve  
for 
next year. 
"The
 day 
went 
excellent.
 There
 
were 
more 
disabled
 people
 
turning
 
out than 
ever 
before,"  he 
said. 
"Next 
year 
it would be 
wonderful
 
to 
see 
more  
disabled  
people  
partici-
pating." 
he added. 
Daily  
staff writer 
Di'  
Long
 
contributed  
to this 
report. 
Delegate  
Frwn 
page  I 
nomic
 opportunities. 
She recently became 
re -involved 
with politics. 
"I just counldn't sit any longer. 
The Democrats have a chance 
to 
capture the White House. I thought it 
was time to get involved again." 
Tompkison
 said. 
She supports 
Dukakis because 
"experience is 
importani He has 
a 
Children 
attacked  
in racial 
dispute 
EAST PALO ALTO. (AP) 
Sev-
eral parents of Hispanic youths in-
volved in a playground
 brawl with 
blacks say 
they  
still
 take their chil-
dren out of 
school unless a special 
race relations forum is held. 
The April 12 fracas 
apparently  
started when a black and a Hispanic 
boy got into an argument over a soc-
cer ball at Ravenswood Middle 
School. 
Afterward,  22 black students were 
suspended and six of them expelled 
as a result of the incident,  in which 
three 
Hispanics were beaten. 
proven 
record of 
effectiveness.  He 
revitalized
 the state of 
Massachusetts 
as governor,
 and 
he's
 
sensible  
about 
reform." she said. 
The  Dukakis 
caucus
 for the 13th 
district wil he held
 at the Los Gatos 
Neighborhood 
Center  on East 
Main  
Street. To vote
 for a delegate a per-
son must 
be
 a registered 
Democrat  
and be in the 
door before 
3 p.m. 
Tompkison  hopes 
students  come 
out and vote for 
her. The 
top 
vote  
getters 
from each 
caucus  will 
go
 to 
the convention the 
number  depend-
ing upon the percentage 
of 
votes that 
their candidate 
gets
 in the California
 
primary. 
"I'm  
qualified.
 I 
have
 a 
unique
 
cultural
 perspective
 
(she  
is of 
Japa-
nese 
and 
Hawaiian  
descent).  
I'm a 
women,  
young
 and 
articulate.''she
 
said. 
Ifshe does
 go to the
 convention.
 
she'll  be 
going
 without 
her husband.
 
"He's
 a 
Republican.
 He'll
 be at the 
Salinas  Rodeo
 that 
weekend,"  she 
said. 
Ultimately.
 
Tompkison
 
hopes  to 
become 
invovled  in 
law.
 "I'd be 
doing 
something  I'm 
good at and 
maybe 
I'd make a 
difference."she  
said.
 
Fullerton  
Stall 
page
 I 
"Even if it were a heinous crime
 
against
 humanity. the statute of limi-
tations ran out 2 
years ago." he 
said. 
Fullerton presented a letter from 
former 
Associated  Students Presi-
dent Erin 
O'Doherty dated Jan. 15. 
1985, stating that 
she received a 
copy of the Negative Declaration.
 
O'Doheny said Tuesday 
that she 
was not
 A.S. president at that 
time.  
"The date must be wrong." she 
said. 
O'Doherty 
took 
office
 in May 
1985.
 
O'Dohert  said she is inn 
stir -
prised 
by the
 
emergence
 of 
problems
 
with the 
Rec  Center. 
"We  
kept  
saying
 they
 were 
going 
to raise
 fees. 
and they
 kept 
hiding 
that 
fact."   she 
said. 
Larry Dougherty. former A.S. 
vice president. said he doesn't think 
the administration's belated 
efforts
 
were
 sufficient. 
"If they did have an extended re-
view period,  
they
 didn't tell anyone. 
By law they 
have  to contact people 
who 
request
 access
 to the Negative
 
Declaration
 and they never  contacted
 
tile.' he said. 
"They didn't make any kind of 
good faith effort to contact people 
involved."
 he said. 
"At
 
last,
 
my
 
CAR  
form
 
is 
completed!"
 
.1ki 
, zeN, 
"Now all I have
 to 
do 
is turn it in by 
Friday,
 April 
29!!!"  
